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]esse Marvin Unruh 
1922-1987 
Proceedings of the Joint Legislative Session 
In Memory of 
JESSE MARVIN UNRUH 
August 19, 1987 
SPEAKER WILLIE L. BROWN: We will commence the Joint Session of the 
Senate and the Assembly. Please stand as the color guard proceeds to the front 
of the Chamber. 
If you would kindly remain standing, we will ask our colleagues, 
Senators Alfred Alquist, William Campbell, and Bob Beverly, and Assemblypersons 
Tom Bane, Curtis Tucker, and Ross Johnson, to escort the Unruh family members to 
their seats. 
We customarily open our sessions with a prayer. We will now ask a 
former colleague, who served with Mr. Unruh, and who worked as a staff person 
for Mr. Unruh, to lead us in prayer for this memorial service, Bishop Leon 
Ralph., 
BISHOP LEON RALPH: Let us bow our heads. 
Lord, Thou hast been our dwelling place in all generations, before the 
mountains were brought forth, wherever Thou hast formed the earth and the world, 
even from Everlasting to Everlasting, Thou art God. 
Father, we call upon you today for strength, comfort, and healing of 
our hurting hearts because of the passing of our husband, father, mentor, 
leader, visionary, and friend, Jesse Marvin Unruh. Though his work on Earth is 
done, he lives on in our hearts. We thank you for allowing us the opportunity 
of knowing, loving and respecting him. We thank you for working through him to 
fight oppression, discrimination, poverty, sickness, fear, and ignorance. 
Oh, Father, we ask that you comfort and heal his widow, Chris, and his 
children Linda, Bruce, Bradley, Robert, and Randall, as well as all members of 
his family. Father, please comfort and heal those of us who were his friends 
and comrades in arms in the many struggles of life. Encourage all whom he 
touched through his life. Bless the leadership of this Legislature throughout 
the ages that they may stay the course that you established through Jesse Marvin 
Unruh. 
We ask that you be with us today during this memorial service to honor 
him. Bless each person here and grant each participant your grace, we pray, in 





SPEAKER BROWN: This is the memorial session honoring our colleague, 
Speaker-Treasurer, Jesse Marvin Unruh. We are recording the entirety of this 
session. The proceedings will be published in a commemorative volume for the 
members of Mr. Unruh's family, friends, and colleagues. 
At this time, I wish to advise the public that the members of the 
Senate and the Assembly are in Joint Session and we are joined by the 
Constitutional officers. I now ask Speaker Pro Tern Mike Roos to introduce us to 
the family of the late Jesse Marvin Unruh. 
Speaker Roos. 
ASSEMBLYMAN MIKE ROOS: Thank you, Mr. Speaker; Members, and invited 
guests. When I was asked to do this, I thought, "This is going to be 
impossible." I said I'd have to introduce everybody who's assembled in this 
chamber, everyone in the gallery, and scores, if not hundreds and hundreds, of 
people that Jess always made feel like they were family. That was his special 
quality, his characteristic, and why this place is brimming over with people 
today. 
But let me introduce the real family. Linda Unruh, Bruce Unruh, Robert 
Unruh, Bradley Unruh, Randall Unruh, of course, Chris Unruh, and her sister 
Jolynn Kerr. 
I predict that, from this moment on, there's going to be a lot of 
people talking about the special relationship that they had with Jesse Marvin 
Unruh, and we'll all be telling our own individual stories, but, this group that 
I just introduced will always be distinguished because they carry his name, a 
name that is a rich, dominant, and permanent part of California history. 
SPEAKER BROWN: In this joint session, there are a number of very 
notable and special people who are here whom I should identify. Some will be 
participating later in the formal part of the program, but I will introduced 
them now, beginning with the Constitutional officers. First, the Governor of 
the State of California, who served in the State Assembly at the same time that 
Jesse Marvin Unruh was Speaker of this House, originally from Long Beach, and 
now the Chief Executive of the State of California, the Honorable George 
Deukmejian. 
From San Francisco, California, a man who served for a brief period of 
time with Jess Unruh in the State Assembly, former Speaker, and now Lieutenant 
Governor, Leo T. McCarthy. 
A woman who served with Jess Unruh for four years prior to his leaving 
the State Assembly. She now serves as Secretary of State of the State of 
California, the Honorable March Fong Eu. 
A man who, I guess, maybe, was still in high school when Jess Unruh 
commenced his political career. He now serves as the Attorney General of the 
State of California, the Honorable John Van de Kamp. 
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A man who had the temerity to challenge Jess Unruh for the Treasurer's 
job in 1974, and he was soundly defeated. He is now the Controller of the State 
of California and our former colleague in the State Assembly, the Honorable Gray 
Davis. 
And Mr. Unruh's personal choice for the Assistant Treasurer for the 
State of California who, under our Constitution, has become the Acting Treasurer 
of the State of California, the Honorable Elizabeth Whitney. 
Marvin was blessed with many colleagues with whom he served over his 
sixteen year career, seven years and three months of which he served in the 
capacity of Speaker. He knew them all personally. Some were at the staff level 
when he was here. They have returned for this memorial service, and I would 
like to introduce them now: 
From the Congress of the United States, a man who was actually a high 
school politician during the early Unruh years and later one of the proteges of 
Jesse Marvin Unruh, the Honorable Rick Lehman, Congressman. 
From Sacramento County, one of California's shining stars in the House 
of Representatives, the Honorable Vic Fazio. 
The newest member of the Congressional delegation of California, the 
former Chair of the California Democratic Party, from San Francisco, Nancy 
Pelosi. 
From the City Council of Los Angeles, a former staff person who moved 
quickly to the State Assembly and then to the governing body of the great City 
of Los Angeles, the Honorable Richard Alatorre. 
There are some thirty legislators we were able to find who served with 
Jess -- beyond those of us who are still here. They were a part of what Jess 
Unruh accomplished as a member of this house, and they have returned here today. 
I'm going to introduce them now. They may also wish to make some remarks during 
the course of this service, but you should know who they are, and the family 
should know that they are here. 
First, the Honorable William Bagley, who is a member of the 
Transportation Commission of the State of California. There is William Biddick, 
who served in the Assembly with Mr. Unruh. John Briggs, who served as an 
Assemblyman with Marvin Unruh. Johnny Burton, who was actually Jess Unruh's 
seatmate and who went on to Congress. The two of them occupied a seat in the 
rear of the room, and they were, I must tell you, quite estranged, from the 
first hour of the first day of John Burton's first term. Johnny Burton cast the 
second vote against Jess Unruh for the Speaker, and he cast that vote as his 
seatmate. I had the pleasure of casting the first vote against him. Now 
serving as a judge for the state of California, the Honorable Thomas Caldecott, 
former Assemblyman, Who served with Jesse Unruh. Mr. Unruh also served with 
Gordon Cologne, the man who authored landmark water legislation, and who served 
both as an Assemblyman and as a State Senator. Charlie Conrad was Minority 
Leader during the time that Jesse Unruh was here. Mike Cullen was my seatmate 
during my second term after I had cleaned up my act with Jesse Unruh and got a 
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decent seatmate, rather than Ike Britschgi, whom he gave me the first time out. 
Donald Doyle, who served as a member of the California State Assembly during 
Jess Unruh's years. Gordon Duffy is a classmate of mine, who also served during 
the course of Jess Unruh's years. Jean Duffy, a former Assemblywoman, who is 
now married to Gordon, but who was a lobbyist during the Unruh years. 
I must tell you that one of the most delightful surprises following the 
inquiries sent out by President Pro Tern Roberti and myself was the response from 
a former Assemblyman who is now 95 years of age. That would be Tom Erwin, who 
is here. He served with Jess Unruh, obviously, many years ago, and he came back 
today for this memorial service. 
The Honorable Jack Fenton, another colleague of ours, was in the same 
class with me during the time that Jess Unruh was Speaker. Houston Flournoy 
served as Controller of the State of California, but he also served in this 
house with Jess Unruh in the early years, when the Monagan, Bagley, and 
Deukmejian crowd were terrorizing Jess Unruh in whatever fashion they could 
devise. Believe me, at one time George was not as calm as he appears to be 
today. He was part of a terrorist organization to do damage to then-speaker 
Jess Unruh. There's John Foran, who served both as a member of the California 
State Assembly and in the State Senate. The poet laureate of the California 
State Assembly, the Honorable Gus Garrigus, served as the Chairman of the 
Education Committee in Jesse Unruh's years. Joe Gonsalvez, who was a great 
friend and colleague of Jesse Unruh served with him. Richard Hanna, from Orange 
County, who served with Jess and then went on to Congress. One of Unruh's real 
friends, and the man who served as Majority leader for the shortest period of 
time of any member of either house, the Honorable Wally Karabian, who had the 
temerity to run against March Fong Eu for Secretary of State. Jack Knox, who 
served in the Assembly for twenty good years and who was assigned to a bad 
committee chairmanship, so Unruh thought, but who became one of the most 
distinguished members of this house through his stewardship of the Local 
Government Committee. A man who served both in the State Assembly and the State 
Senate, Paul Lunardi. And Ken MacDonald, a former Supervisor, then Assemblyman 
-- Ken went wherever the salary was best. He served with Jesse Unruh in those 
years. 
And Frank Murphy, who now works as a lobbyist, served with Jesse Unruh 
in the years from 1967 through 1970, when Jess left the house. And a man who 
served as Speaker, and who will be introduced later on, but he should be 
identified now, because I'm doing it alphabetically, and that's Bob Monagan. He 
replaced Jess Unruh when Republicans gained a 41-39 edge. Jesse couldn't find 
Hale Ashcraft to change the vote, so Monagan got elected to the Speakership. 
John O'Connell: John O'Connell had the distinction of being the man who handled 
the committee called Criminal Justice in those days, and that Committee 
Chairman's sole function was to take every bill assigned to the committee and 
drop it off the I street Bridge. John O'Connell did that better than anyone 
else. A man who served for four years with Jesse Unruh, Paul Priolo, former 
Minority Leader on the Republican side of the aisle. The man who was kind of 
the voice of the California state Assembly and the high jinx person during the 
Unruh years was John Quimby. He's toned himself down quite a bit now, but in 
those years he was really rather rambunctious and always a delight to Jess 




served under Jess Unruh's speakership. Ken Stacey from down in Bakersfield: 
John Williamson, likewise from down in Bakersfield, both members who served with 
Jesse Unruh. George Zenovich, who was Jess Unruh's Majority Leader and an Unruh 
confidant. He was one of the four or five people who ran around with Marvin 
full time. Speakers always have a cadre of people who run around with them and 
for Jess, they were Crown and Zenovich, and that crowd, and Dymally -- guys that 
went to the gym with him and worked out. Zenovich doesn't show it, but it did 
happen at one time. 
Ken Cory, who worked as Chief Administrative Officer to the Rules 
Committee for a period of time before Unruh assisted in his election from Orange 
County, a place I don't think Cory had visited prior to being elected. In those 
days you could do that and not be recognized. Dan Walters didn't live. Mr. 
Cory went on to serve as Controller of the State of California, and was, of 
course, a great friend to Jess Unruh. Richard Robinson, from Orange County as 
well, never served with Jesse Unruh but was nonetheless an Unruh protege. 
Dennis Carpenter, a Senator, did not serve in this house with Unruh but did 
serve in the Senate about the same time. Doug Carter, who came to the State 
Assembly from Stockton. Dennis Mangers, Bob Wilson, both members of the 
Assembly during the Unruh years. 
I would now like to ask my colleague on the Republican side of the 
aisle and the Minority Floor Leader , Pat Nolan, to please come to the rostrum to 
deliver an important message from another colleague who served in the Capitol 
during the Unruh years. 
ASSEMBLYMAN PAT NOLAN: No physical monument to Jess Unruh would 
possibly be adequate. No words chiseled in granite or stamped onto a brass 
plaque could capture this great man's achievements, for his legacy to the people 
of California was spiritual, not physical. His vision of progress for 
California was in the realm of human relations: his success to be measured in 
how much better people treated each other, not in square feet. And, therefore, 
it's appropriate that we dedicate today a permanent presence for Jess here in 
this chamber, for his spirit dwells here. It is also fitting that Jess is 
honored today by his adversaries and allies alike. Probably the least 
understood facet of modern public life is the camaraderie and deep respect and 
affection that can develop between political opponents. The best way to 
describe it, I think, is how one lineman on a football team might like another 
on an opposing team. They may try to bash each others' brains out during the 
game, but they can also develop a real kinship off the field. Many of the the 
speakers here today who will address us lined up on opposite sides from Jess 
Unruh, but all of us came away with a deep affection and admiration for him, for 
Jess was a brave man who lived life in bold strokes. It's what made him so 
special to us all. I think his spirit was summed up best by Teddy Roosevelt 
when he said, "It is not the critic who counts, not the one who points out how 
the strong man stumbled or how the doer of deeds might have done them better. 
The credit belongs to the man who is actually in the arena, whose face is marred 
with sweat and dust and blood: who strives valiantly; who errs and comes up 
short again and again; who knows the great enthusiasms, the great devotions, and 
spends himself in a worthy cause. Who, if he wins, knows the triumph of high 
achievement: and who, if he fails, at least fails wh i le daring greatly, so his 
place shall never be with those cold and timid souls who know neither victory 
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nor defeat." Jess dared greatly indeed and succeeded beyond all expectations. 
He strived valiantly, knew the great enthusiasms, the great devotions, and spent 
himself in a worthy cause. 
It's for all of this that we hold him in such deep respect, and it's 
for his kindness that I grew to love him. I'm honored to read to you a telegram 
from another opponent of his, a man with whom Jess did battle on the great 
issues of their day, a man against whom Jess knew both victory and defeat: 
I want to join the California Legislature 
in paying homage to the memory of Jesse Unruh. 
On the playing field of democracy, Jess earned 
my respect as a strong and honorable opponent. 
He was instrumental in shaping the modern 
legislative process and in engineering a new 
era of professionalism in California 
government. He will be greatly missed by his 
friends and colleagues and remembered by all 
for his lasting impact on the Golden State. 
President Ronald Reagan. 
SPEAKER BROWN: Nineteen sixty-six was an unusual year. The 
Democrats lost the Governorship, but in the process they gained a whole new 
crop of legislators who were, in the ensuing years, molded and fashioned by 
Jess Unruh's leadership. One of those persons has distinguished himself 
over the last seven years as President Pro Tern of the State Senate. A man 
whom Jess Unruh worked with, and was proud of, I present to you the 
Honorable David Roberti. 
PRESIDENT PRO TEM DAVID ROBERTI: Thank you very much, Willie. I 
have some remarks here, but I think I'm going to start by getting to tell 
an Unruh story. 
Nineteen sixty-six was an interesting year. A lot of new people 
came to the state Legislature, and a lot of people came who didn't have 
Jess's support. I was one of them. Wally Karabian is laughing. He was 
one of them. I saw Allen Sieroty here~ he was one of them. There were a 
number of us. And I look out at this room and I see that there are a lot 
of people here who were his friends, all were his friends, sometimes his 
adversaries, often his opponents, and we were all his students. And we 
learned an awful lot from Jess Unruh, so I've got to tell you a story. 
When I was elected, I was as green and as much a back-bencher as 
anybody could be, Sam Hartog, who was one of Jess's top honchos, said he 
wanted to meet with me. So we had a long conversation at a restaurant in 
Los Angeles. After dinner was over, he asked the question that I guess he 
was intending to ask all along. He said , "How are you going to vote for 
Speaker?" 
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Now, I want you to know there was no opposition to Jess, and I 
said, being a good CDC'er as I was in those days, "Well, I haven't made my 
mind up." 
As I said, we were all his students, and we quickly learned how 
Jess reacted to situations like that. My last question to Hartog was, 
"Where's my office going to be?" And he said, "Well, we haven't made our 
mind up." 
I went back to my staff and I said, "Hmmmm, something is wrong." 
And I ended up sharing my office with Bill Greene, who was also being 
punished that year, but I can't remember what the reason was. Another 
story, even a little bit more poignant, is that as I look around here and 
see people who were on both sides of Jess, sometimes his opponents, always 
his friends, I remember a remark that he made. It was the first quote my 
staff gave me as a memorable Unruh quote, and I think it's the only one I'm 
going to use: "If I had slain all my enemies yesterday, I wouldn't have 
any friends today." 
I remember when he said that. It was in January of 1969, and the 
Democrats had lost the majority of the Sate Assembly. Some of Jesse's 
friends, good people all, not all of them with us today, decided maybe 
there should be a change. Being a back-bencher, I just went along, and I 
went up to the restaurant where the decision was going to be made by the 
Democratic caucus. Lo and behold, some of the people who had always been 
on Jess's side were making the speeches against him. Then up stood Alan 
Sieroty, who had hardly talked to Jess for the last two years, and he made 
a great speech in praise of Jess's leadership abilities, all of which we 
knew to be true. Jess was terribly touched and, at that point, Jesse said 
something that all of us who serve in leadership positions should learn. 
I've learned it well; Willie's learned it well; everybody in state 
government should learn it well; and that is, "If I had slain all my 
enemies yesterday, I wouldn't have any friends today." 
Another quote, from a great American, a memorable American, Ralph 
Waldo Emerson, who said something that is so true of Jesse Unruh: "One 
thing is forever good, that one thing is success." Jesse Unruh was a 
successful man. His innovations, his future thinking which resulted in 
many successes for our great state, his reforms in civil rights, education, 
social welfare, age discrimination, and taxes, have benefitted the lives of 
all Californians. Jess Unruh's name is synonymous with governmental 
reform. His modernization of the California Legislature hasn't made him 
merely a legend, it has made him the father of the modern California 
Legislature and, indeed, the father of modern legislatures. Again, a 
success that he gained through dedication, hard work, and the ability to 
get a job done. He possessed all the qualities that made him successful: 
determination, foresight, a love for his profession, and the savvy to get 
results. Most importantly, Jess Unruh possessed strength. He knew the 
value of political strength when he said, "You really can't do anything of 
significance without power." Jess fought for what he believed in, and he 
used his political strength to get results. You may not always have agreed 
with Jesse Unruh, but you always knew where he stood, and he always got 
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results. Jess also possessed other types of power. He had an inner 
strength that he demonstrated throughout his career, but most especially 
and most poignantly throughout his illness. 
Jess Unruh will be remembered for many things, but I think all of 
us will remember him for his strength. He was a friend to people in 
government, but most of all he was a friend to the people. Anytime a 
person's contributions outlive him, he has been successful. Jesse Unruh 
was an enormously successful man. I was proud to have been his student; 
and proud to have been his friend; and proud to be able to participate this 
morning in this memorial service. 
Now, I'd like to introduce another member of the State Senate, our 
Majority Leader, who received his start in government and in politics from 
Jess Unruh. Jesse gave him his first job in politics, his first 
understanding of the political process. I'd like to introduce Senator 
Barry Keene. 
SENATOR BARRY KEENE: Thank you, David. Jess Unruh taught us; I 
could stop there, I guess. He taught us that leadership is a function of 
vision and a function of power. We've had leaders in California with 
vision, but not a great sense of power, and we've had some leaders in 
California with a great deal of power, but not much of a sense of vision. 
Had the public recognized, had the people of California recognized, as we 
did, that Jess Unruh, whose very mention electrifies these halls, had both, 
the course of American history might have been very different. The people 
of California knew that he understood power . We, who worked and served 
with him, knew that he had vision. As Senator Roberti mentioned, he hired 
me onto his staff in 1964. I was fresh out of law school. He was my 
mentor, but that's not unique. He was a political mentor to all of 
California. 
Jesse's powerful reach knew few bounds. At a surprise birthday 
party for then-Governor Ronald Reagan here in the State Capitol, after the 
Governor blew out his candles on the birthday cake, he was asked by the 
press what he wished, and the Governor nodded towards Speaker Unruh and 
said, "It doesn't matter; it didn't work. He's still here." 
As a famous Roman once said, "If you would seek his monument, 
simply look around you." It's my great pleasure to introduce, it's my 
honor and privilege to introduce, a former Congressman, a former member of 
this House, and one who served as Majority Leader for Jesse Unruh, Jerry 
Waldie. 
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MR. JERRY WALDIE: Thank you, Senator. 
Those of us who were in attendance at the services for Jess in the 
southern part of this state some few days ago had to be terribly touched by 
an incident that occurred at that service. Jess's grandson Jeffrey, six 
years old, asked Leon Ralph if he could have a part in that service. And 
this six-year-old walked up in front of a church filled with a thousand 
people and said, "I want to sing a song for my grandpa." He proceeded to 
sing as beautifully as I've ever heard it sung, the Lord's Prayer. I 
thought on that and thought about the sweet faith and innocence that 
Jeffrey Unruh expressed when he said, "I want to sing a song for my 
grandpa." Jeffrey thought he was comforting his grandpa, and, I suspect, 
he may very well have. 
I wish I had that kind of faith, that kind of sweet innocence, 
where what I say or what any of us will say today might be construed as 
comforting Jess. I suspect that is not the case. I know I do it not so 
much because I believe it will comfort Jess but because I believe it will 
comfort me. There is a sense of loss when yo~ lose a friend of that long 
duration, even though that friendship had long periods of time when there 
was no physical proximity. My last communication with Jess was a letter 
that he wrote me in response to an invitation that was extended to him to 
participate in an affair in my hometown. This was several months before 
his death, and Jess wrote on the bottom of this letter a declamation: "I 
love you." That's the kind of phrase that men of our generation did not 
use in response to their conversations with each other. We just simply did 
not, and it was touching, but ominous, when I read that phrase, "I love 
you." So what I'm hoping to do today is not to comfort Jesse, but to 
comfort myself in that loss. The loss is a particularly personal one, 
because that whole generation of legislators who came to the Capitol in the 
mid-fifties beginning with Jess, in the end of the fifties and the early 
sixties, is leaving us, and that was an extraordinary generation of people. 
I say it not because I was one of that group, but that group was an 
extraordinary group of legislators. In a large part, we are entitled to 
that designation because of the leadership that was afforded us by Jesse. 
Jess had a saying that I always thought was quite relevant. He 
said that strong executives are hailed as leaders, but strong legislators 
are denounced as bullies. Well, Jess was not a bully. There were 
incidents involving Jesse's use of power that were widely interpreted, in 
my view, wrongly as constituting the actions of a bully. One of those was 
when Jesse was the Chairman of the Ways and Means Committee in Pat Brown's 
first administration. The extraordinarily progressive and positive program 
that Pat Brown had put forward would still be sitting in the Ways and Means 
Committee had it been dependent upon a majority of the votes that resided 
in that committee. Jesse Unruh acted in a manner that was susceptible of 
an interpretat~on of being a bully, but the consequence of Jesse Unruh's 
wielding of power was the adoption of a program that benefitted al l kinds 
of people in great need. Another incident, where I always thought Jesse 
was given undue criticism as being a bul l y , was the reappo r tionment era 
with Bob Crown. Bob Crown was probably his closest personal friend; they 
shared an affection and a relationship that is indesc r ibable as f ar as the 
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capacity of both of those men to care for each other. Bob Crown and Phil 
Burton were in charge of the reapportionment, but, literally, Jesse Unruh 
was in charge. Jesse Unruh was operating under kind of a philosophy that 
probably was best exemplified by a Speaker of the House of Representatives 
some years ago, Thomas Reed from Missouri, when he said that the best 
political system is to have one party govern and the other party watch. 
And Jesse thoroughly believed in that. He believed the party to govern was 
the Democratic party and the party to watch was the Republican party, and 
he used a great deal of his power to bring about that desirable result. 
The one incident which I think generated most of the undeserved 
reputation that befell Jess for heavy-handedness was the lockup. It's 
difficult for me to sort that out. I was there, as were many of you in 
this room. It was probably the fruition of the Young Turks -- Bob Monagan, 
Hugh Fluornoy, Bill Bagley, Jack Veneman -- who brought about a loss of 
control on the part of Jess. A rare thing to happen for Jess Unruh, but it 
happened in that instance. It happened for a variety of reasons, but it 
did happen. But even with that loss of control, his capacity to influence 
and persuade was still remarkable . We had a caucus. The lockup occurred 
about 11:30, and we had a caucus, it seems to me, at twelve or one o'clock. 
Tempers were getting tight. Our losses were becoming apparent. 
Then Jess spoke to the caucus. He spoke for about fifteen 
minutes, not long, but he spoke persuasively. He spoke eloquently, and the 
effort continued. 
I thought that revealed something about Jesse, though, something 
that up to that point had not been quite so clear, and in part it derived 
from his name, Unruh. The German translation, for which, roughly I guess, 
is unrest. There was in Jesse a thread of unease, of insecurity, of 
vulnerability, of uncertainty, and I think it first demonstrated itself 
publicly on that occasion. 
It had other manifestations. Jesse was never content with his 
physical appearance, with his public appearance, with the belief that the 
accomplishments of his life were secure and had any permanency. There was 
that attractive, in my view, sensitivity and vulnerability about Jess. I 
liked a lot about him but I think I liked that the most about Jesse. 
There was another side to Jesse that all of us who knew and cared 
for him felt, and that was his rowdiness. There's an old country-western 
song by Hank Williams, Jr. that talks about "all my rowdy friends are 
rowdy-ed out." Well, Jesse tried to rowdy a lot of his friends out, 
including me, but his rowdiness was always a gentle rowdiness. It was 
never a hurtful rowdiness. There are those in this room who will always 
remember the trips up to Belloti's in Sutter Creek, with Jesse at the end 
of an Italian dinner and several bottles of wine singing "The Sinking of 
the Bismarck" or "The Battle of New Orleans, " chasing the Brit i sh back to 
New Orleans down through the swamp. Even up to as recent l y as si t t i ng i n 
Eilish's with Ross Johnson . 
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I was down there one night. Jess was sitting at Eilish's. He 
said, "Have you heard the country-western song involving ump-pa, ump-pa, 
ump-pa-pa?" I said, "No." "Elvira," he said, "I'll sing it for you." And 
he put a quarter in the machine and they played the song and got to the 
refrain that went "ump-pa, ump-pa, ump-pa-pa" and that's all Jess sang, was 
that refrain. He sang in such a deep, resonant voice that it seemed to me 
it was quite good. 
All of us have a v1s1on of Heaven, and mine's a multi-dimensional 
one. I think people will do in Heaven the things they want to do with the 
people they want to be with. There'll be a lot of different things, a lot 
of different people. I see Jesse in Heaven, and I see Bobby Crown meet him 
at the gate in his running suit, and he catches Jesse up on what's 
happening in organizing the Assembly in Heaven. He and Phil Burton are 
seeking to reapportion it. Jesse gets right into it. Bobby explains to 
Jesse that George Miller is organizing the Senate, and he's done it pretty 
well, but there aren't as many Senators up there and it's an easier job to 
do. And Jesse is pleased. 
I guess what I just want to end up with saying about Jesse comes, 
again, from a country-western song. I never much cared for country-western 
music until I lived with Jesse for several sessions and had to listen to it 
on his tape recorder and the apartment radio for hours on end. Now I've 
become a real fan of it. There is a country-western song that involves a 
person who's very much in love with his wife, or friend, and he says, 
"She's not perfect but she's good enough for me." I always thought that 
about my friend Jesse. He wasn't perfect, but he sure as hell was good 
enough for me. 
SPEAKER BROWN: Mr. Waldie served as Jess Unruh's Majority Leader 
during the Speakership years, and as a member of the Rules Committee. 
Jesse Unruh dispatched me once when Jerry Wal die was in the middle of one 
of his silver-tongued orations to correct him. Jerry had argued very 
persuasively on the side of an issue and Jess said, "Go up there and tell 
him that we're on the other side." And I did that. I said, "The Speaker 
says that we're on the other side of this one, Mr. Waldie," just as he put 
his mike down. He popped his mike back up and he said, "I just want to let 
you know that what I just said is what the opponents would say. Now, let 
me tell you what the supporters would say." And then he proceeded to give 
the other side of the argument. 
Jesse Unruh had friends from all over the world and when the word 
went forward that he had been invited to join Bobby Crown and Phil Burton 
and John and Robert Kennedy and Lyndon Johnson in Heaven, these friends 
came here today for this event. The Unruh family should know that we have 
here today the Honorable Brendan Howlin, a member of Parliament, who came 
all the way from Ireland for this service. 
I must tell you that there's also a body of office holders present 
for whom Jesse had very little use for during the years when he was a 
member of the Assembly. However, he came to respect them greatly when he 
was the Treasurer and relied upon their support for many of those boards 
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and commissions that he controlled in the same way in which he controlled 
the house when he was Speaker. The Chairman of that board is here, the 
Honorable Conway Collis, Board of Equalization and two of his colleagues, 
the Honorable Ernest Dronenburg from San Diego and a former member of the 
State Senate, and of the State Assembly, the Honorable Paul Carpenter who 
became one of the back-up chorus persons on "Ump-pa-pa" on more than one 
occasion. 
Jesse Unruh was succeeded as Speaker on the fifth day of January 
in 1969. He had assumed that job on September 30, 1961. Some people will 
say, "How did he get elected to the Speakership on September 30th? The 
Assembly was not in session." Well, that's right. We were not in session, 
but that's typical Jesse Unruh. He created the vacancy and called the 
House back together and got the votes and had himself elected Speaker on 
September 30th -- his thirty-ninth Birthday. Then in 1969, on the fifth of 
January, Bob Monagan assumed that awesome task as the most acceptable 
successor to Unruh from the young Turks. From Lodi and Stockton, no longer 
crew-cutted, but still as sharp, Bob Monagan . 
MR. BOB MONAGAN: Thank you very much, Mr. Speaker. It just seems 
that even in absentia, Jess always has the upper hand on me. He's placed 
me, by indirection, following up the Majority Leader Jerry Waldie. It's my 
role as the Minority Leader, which I played longer than any other role I 
played around here, including Speaker, and always without enough time for 
me to give a proper rebuttal of what Jerry had said. 
I suggest two caveats in the remarks that I want to make today. A 
little time has elapsed since we lost our friend Jesse, and during that 
time, a great deal has been written and said respectfully about Jesse. 
More is going to be uttered today, and there's really little room for fresh 
or new sentiment. The other caveat is that I would also believe that Jesse 
would not want us to be here deifying him. Oh, yes, he would luxuriate in 
it, and enjoy it, and sit there, but I just don't think that he would 
suggest it. 
Shakespeare, writing in Measure for Measure, probably had Jess in 
mind when he said, "The best men are molded out of faults, and more so 
become the better for being a little bad." Now, I don't think Jesse would 
take any exception to that, for it was sort of the measure of the man 
himself. Now, he was fond of liberally sprinkling his remarks with 
quotations, and as I recall them now, they all seemed to come from 
Machiavelli or Julius Caesar, those ancient days' political columnist or 
power broker of the time. Perhaps that influenced somewhat the direction 
that Jess took in his own career. 
I would like to quote from a more modern and probably less 
political source, Walt Whitman. Whitman wrote that "Character and personal 
force are the only investments that are worth anything." I think that 
described Jesse very well, character and personal force. He had personal 
character, but he was perhaps the most unique character of all. He had 
character, and he was a character. Nobody who didn't have those kinds of 
qualities would, for example, go out on an adventure of being the unique 
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200-pound man. Then he gained 100 pounds deliberately to give force to his 
image of being big and powerful, took a second look, and lost a 100 pounds, 
so he would perhaps be thinner and project a different image without losing 
any of the power. 
Well, he truly was a character. And he left us with many quotable 
Unruh-isms to substantiate it. And he was a powerful force. He had 
amazing insight into the issues. He had amazing insight into individuals. 
He was able to mold those two factors together, for he could prod and push 
and cajole and pressure and -- I'll leave it up to the rest of you to add 
any other adverbial descriptions you would like -- to persuade us to move 
on issues and to resolve them. We are the better for his exertion of that 
personal power for good causes. 
That force also created a new Legislature for our state. It was 
one where the legislative branch pf government could be an equal and 
efficient partner with the executive branch 0f government. But thi~ was 
not something that he created in perpetuity. As powerful as he might be 
epitomized, the prime residual value of his leadership was in providing the 
tools to be able to accomplish that goal. He couldn't, and obviously now 
can't do, the work for us. How the tools he helped provide are used 
remains to be seen. The greatest tribute that we could give to Jesse Unruh 
is to use them in a manner to achieve the goals that he sought. 
It's my pleasure to introduce the next speaker. I respectfully do 
that because I respect him, one, as an individual. Two, I respect the 
office of Lieutenant Governor that he holds. I respect him even more so, 
because in our sorrow for Jesse, he is the only other dues-paying member of 
the Former Speakers Association. The present, incumbent Speaker, has seen 
fit not to give us any prospective members in the last number of years and 
seems to be in no hurry to join the Association himself. So I am very 
pleased to introduce the Honorable Leo McCarthy. 
LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR LEO MCCARTHY: It was election night, November 
fifth, 1968. The votes had been counted. His party had lost the Assembly 
majority. The most powerful Speaker of any state legislature in America 
knew he must step down. It w~s painful, but Jess Unruh fought to show none 
of that. When sought out by reporters, harkening back to an earlier 
occasion, he reached for a quip. "Since I'll no longer be the Speaker, I 
assume the Governor won't have Big Daddy to kick around any more." 
Only two months later, when being interviewed by Lou Cannon, he 
reflected back on his seven and a half years as Speaker. "The business of 
winning was too important at times. It was a game. Even the good 
legislation that was passed was partly because of the test, the game of 
getting it through." Then he said something quite human that revealed his 
momentary despondency. "The only thing left for me now is to have a 
consequential impact." He felt he could do that, as we remember, by 
running for Governor in 1970. 
At that moment, obviously, pain blurred his view of his impact. 
He was quite wrong, of course, for Jess Unruh had made a remarkable 
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historic impact on what happened in this chamber. The elevation of the 
Assembly, and the State Senate as well, as equal partners, in the making of 
public policy in this state, the cascade of significant laws that improved 
in so many ways opportunities for millions of Californians who have lived 
and will live in this state. None of his successors, Bob, myself, Willie, 
or anyone else will ever equal his impact. So today we salute "The Mr. 
Speaker." 
SENATOR DAVID ROBERTI: We have spoken of Jesse Unruh's 
contributions as Speaker, as Treasurer, as political leader. But more 
recently Jesse acted as liaison not only in some of the ongoing wars, but 
also in many of the accomplishments between the Executive and the 
Legislature. Honoring his memory as no other act can, we are indeed proud 
to have with us this morning the Governor of the State of California, the 
Honorable George Deukmejian. 
GOVERNOR GEORGE DEUKMEJIAN: Thank you very much, David, Mrs. 
Unruh, members of Jesse's family, and ladies and gentlemen. 
I first met Jess Unruh twenty-five years ago, when I became a 
member of the Assembly and served in this House. By that time, it was 
already apparent that Jesse Unruh was an extraordinary man. Certainly, he 
was like the rest of us. He had his accomplishments. He made mistakes. 
He had disappointments. But unlike the rest of us, all of his were highly 
notable. By any measurement, whether it was the bathroom scale or his 
meteoric rise from poverty to power, he was a commanding public figure. He 
achieved an exceptional record remaking the institution of the California 
Legislature and the office of State Treasurer. Now that I'm in the 
Executive Branch, I wish he hadn't been as successful in making the 
Legislature a co-equal branch of government. 
He waged an unrelenting effort against poverty, poor health care, 
discrimination. He successfully sought to uphold consumer rights, protect 
California's treasured natural resources, and improve educational 
opportunities. When he made a mistake, it was a monstrous one. Jerry 
Waldie referred to the infamous · lockup, and I was here that particular 
night. It showed that he could be very determined and very demanding. I'm 
sure that you know people like that. 
It turned out, for Jesse, to be a major political mistake, but he 
recognized it and then set out to take intensive action to change his 
public image. Within a few short years, he came closer to beating Ronald 
Reagan than any other campaign opponent has ever done. Whether it was his 
work, fundraising, politics, after hours partying, or expressing his views 
-- no matter what it was he always did it in an impressive way. 
Whenever he was in a room, he was the dominant figure present. 
When I became Governor, and by that time Jesse had mellowed a little bit, 
he contacted me and he offered to work with me and assist me in any way 
that he could. I might also add, parenthetically, that a former Speaker of 
this house, Bob Moretti, had done the same thing. Well, Jesse and I 
enjoyed a very good working relationship together. We helped to restore 
the state's credit rating back to triple A. 
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He achieved unprecedented influence in his lifetime. Why? 
Because he had extraordinary ability. He worked very hard. He was 
articulate. He was practical, mature, decisive, and he wanted to make a 
significant contribution toward the progress of our great state. He was an 
extraordinarily skillful politician who knew how to combine power and 
persistence with purpose and pragmatism. With his early passing, we have 
lost a friend and an extraordinary leader, but his contributions endure. I 
think the highest tribute that we can pay him is to build upon them. In 
his memory and with great appreciation for his significant service, and 
upon the suggestion of Controller Gray Davis, I have signed an Executive 
Order naming Office Building Number One the Jesse Unruh Office Building. 
On behalf of Gloria and myself, and on behalf of the people of the 
State of California, I wish to extend to the family of Jesse Unruh our deep 
sympathy. 
SPEAKER BROWN: Let me ask the Reading Clerk to please join us for 
the purpose of reading the contents of the Unruh Memorial Resolution. 
READING CLERK: House Resolution Number Nineteen, by the Speaker 
of the Assembly, Willie Lewis Brown, Junior, relative to memorializing 
Jesse Marvin Unruh. 
WHEREAS Jesse Marvin Unruh, born in 1922, in Kansas, came to 
California to work in the aircraft industry; and 
WHEREAS Mr. Unruh, after serving a~ a volunteer in the United 
States Navy Air Corps attended the University of Southern California, 
graduated in 1948 in journalism and political science; and, 
WHEREAS Mr. Unruh was elected to the California state Assembly in 
1954, served as Chairman of the Finance and Insurance Committee of that 
body from 1957 to 1958, and then was appointed as Chairman of the 
prestigious Ways and Means Committee, serving in that capacity from 1959 to 
1961; and, 
WHEREAS, on his birthday, September 30, 1961, he was elected as 
Speaker of the California State Assembly and served as Speaker for nearly 
seven and one-half years, the longest tenure in that office in the history 
of California; and, 
WHEREAS, during his tenure as Speaker, many landmark legislative 
initiatives were passed into law, including the Miller-Unruh Reading Act, 
which provided special funds for programs to improve the reading skills of 
the state's youngest and poorest children; and, 
WHEREAS Speaker Unruh also guided through the Assembly legislation 
caring for the state's infrastructure, banning bugging devices in 
classrooms, creating the California Commission on the Arts, and authored 
the first California Beach and Parks Bond Measure; and, 
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WHEREAS, Mr. Unruh, because of his legislative skills, efforts to 
professionalize the staff, tireless dedication to the institution, passion 
for the quality of the Assembly's work, and ability to forge new and 
innovative legislative solutions to this state's major problems, was known 
nationally as Mr. Legislature; and, 
WHEREAS, because of his hard work and dedication in the Office of 
the Speaker of the Assembly and his unsurpassed abilities to teach and 
generously pass on the essential skills for that position, he is the role 
model for all ensuing Speakers; and, 
WHEREAS Speaker Jesse Marvin Unruh continued to illustrate his 
dedication to the principles he had established while in the Legislature as 
this state's Treasurer; now, therefore, be it 
RESOLVED by the Assembly of the State of California that in honor 
of Speaker Jesse Marvin Unruh's contributions to the office of.Speaker, to 
the California Legislature, to the people of this state, and because of his 
role in creating the modern legislature as an institution, because the 
office of Speaker as it is known today is his creation, because Speaker 
Unruh was known as the 8lst member of the Assembly, his desk will be 
installed on the floor of the Assembly and never occupied, as an 
inspiration to all members of the Legislature; and, be it further 
RESOLVED that the Chief Clerk of the Assembly transmit a suitably 
prepared copy of this resolution to the immediate members of his family. 
SPEAKER BROWN: At the close of this session, Senator Roberti and 
I will escort Chris, who will be accompanied by the other members of the 
family, over to that desk for the dedication of the 8lst seat in this House 
in memory of Speaker Jesse Marvin Unruh. 
Now, Mr. Clerk, if you'd be kind enough to read the Memorial 
Resolution prepared by Bill Stout. It represents, I believe, the 
journalist's view of Jesse Unruh. 
READING CLERK: A memorial resolution; Jesse Marvin Unruh. It's 
hard to imagine how anyone could have a more impressive monument than Jesse 
Unruh's, which is the California State Legislature itself. He shaped a 
struggle that lifted the Legislature from the part-time role it played 
since the nineteenth century into the full-time body it is today, a 
professional legislature that quickly became the model, copied by many 
other sates since. 
Beyond that, as Willie Brown has said, Unruh created the Assembly 
Speakership. He gave that post a reach and breadth and power that none of 
those following have matched. On matters of policy, even those who 
disagreed did not dispute the genuineness of his beliefs. He never forgot 
the poverty of his family through the depression years in West Texas. It 
was a reality that gave him a special intensity in fighting for legislation 
to help others who were disadvantaged: the poor, the disabled, the 
elderly, and those who suffer discrimination because of race or religion. 
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When the G.I. bill of World War II gave him, as it did millions of others, 
the educational opportunity he had never dreamed possible, he chose U.S.C. 
and then politics. He led the way in writing laws to protect those least 
able to protect themselves, notably the Unruh Civil Rights Acts barring 
racial and religious discrimination. That was long before similar federal 
legislation was enacted by the u.s. Congress. He joined in John Kennedy's 
belief that a primary role of government is protection of the weak and 
Robert Kennedy's belief that decent, humane ideals can crumble the 
mightiest walls of oppression. 
But now he is gone, leaving us to share the feelings of 
Shakespeare's Prince Hal, grieving over his dearest friend: "When this 
body did contain a spirit, a kingdom, for it was too small a bound. Fare 
thee well, Great Heart." 
Authored by Bill Stout, a reporter and friend. 
SPEAKER BROWN: For those of you who have not witnessed the 
memorial services in which members of the Legislature honor one of their 
own, you should know that we provide an opportunity for everyone to make 
remarks for the record. That opportunity will now be extended, not only to 
the members of the State Senate and State Assembly currently seated, but to 
any of the former members, colleagues, and members of Congress, who may 
wish to say something to the family, and to the people of the State of 
California, in memory of Jesse Marvin Unruh. While you put together your 
thoughts, let me just report two additional actions taken by this House in 
Jess Unruh's memory. 
We tried, as best we could, to do something that would be uniquely 
in Jesse Unruh's memory. The Speakership, for example, is clearly his 
creation. It's routinely referred to as the second most important, 
powerful position in the State of California. That statement was most 
accurate when Jesse Unruh occupied that position. Monagan didn't deny it 
when he held the Speakership. Bob Moretti didn't deny it. Leo didn't deny 
it when he held it, and I certainly am not into denials. The Speakership 
was an Unruh creation, is an Unruh creation, and will always be an Unruh 
creation. 
We couldn't, however, dedicate that to him because I'm holding it 
at the moment, and as Monagan said, I'm not desirous of giving it up in the 
foreseeable future. So we went to another item that was uniquely Jesse 
Unruh's. References have been made to his professionalizing of legislative 
bodies, particularly legislative staff. Senator Barry Keene, is a 
graduate, of Jess Unruh's staff operation. Bill Leonard, who sits as a 
Republican member of the Ways and Means Committee, and who chairs one of 
the fiscal subcommittees, is likewise among that group of persons who 
received their formal training from Jess Unruh in the field of politics and 
public service. 
In addition, the State Assembly has a widely respected internship 
program which Jess Unruh began. Some of you in the audience are graduates 
of that program. We have, by a resolution unanimously coauthored and 
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adopted by all the members of this House, changed the name of that program 
to the Jesse Unruh Fellowship Program. From now on, the resumes of former 
interns will carry the designation --Unruh Fellow. It's going to be 
interesting for some of the ladies, but they will be Unruh Fellows, too. 
One final tribute that is uniquely Jess Unruh's. For almost 24 
months, immediately prior to assuming the Speakership, Jesse Unruh occupied 
room 4202 and wielded near-total control over every piece of fiscal 
legislation as Chairman of the Ways and Means Committee. Never before had 
that position been referred to as the "Powerful Chairman of the Ways and 
Means Committee." It was always "the Chairman of the powerful Ways and 
Means Committee." When Unruh took over, it became "the Powerful Chairman 
of the Ways and Means Committee." The designation was simply a 
recognition of Jesse Unruh's extraordinary abilities. He did it in room 
4202. Everytime you go into 4202, you get the feeling that there's 
something about that room that is Jess Unruh's. Room 4202 was subsequently 
occupied by Bob C.rown as Chair of Ways and Means; it was occupied by Willie 
Brown as Chair of Ways and Means; by Frank Lanterman as Chair of Ways and 
Means; by John Foran as Chair of Ways and Means; by Dan Boatwright as Chair 
of Ways and Means; and by John Vasconcellos, apparently, forever, as 
Chairman of Ways and Means. Room 4202 will now be known as the Jesse 
Marvin Unruh Memorial Hearing Room. It will be renovated by the time we 
return for the commencement of the 1988 session. We will go back to 
circular, elevated seating for the members of the Ways and Means Committee 
--literally assigned seats -- so that the Chairman can look at each one of 
you as you cast your votes. Jess would never have tolerated the way that 
room currently looks. The new hearing room will serve as a lasting tribute 
to Jesse Unruh's unique legacy as the Powerful Chairman of the Ways and 
Means Committee. 
When I was first elected to the membership of this House, I had 
the same experience that David Roberti had. Nobody came to see me, David. 
As a matter of fact, yes, they did. There was some Assemblyman named James 
Whetmore from Orange County. I assume he was without portfolio, because he 
was just this strange fellow who came up to see me in San Francisco. I had 
no idea what he was talking about then and I still don't to this day. But 
he allegedly was an emissary from Jesse Unruh, and I thought, "If this is 
the level of attention he's going to give me, he's going to have trouble 
with me when I arrive in the House." Sure enough, he did. When the roll 
was called to elect the Speaker, Jess was the only candidate nominated. 
Now I was a loyal CDC person, and they had lobbied me and I, of course, did 
not vote for Jesse Unruh. The person calling the roll stopped and so did 
every other person within hearing distance of my voice, and they all looked 
over at me. I, of course, looked down and immediately assigned the amount 
of attention I received to the color of my skin rather than to the 
character of my conduct. Johnny Burton, not ever wanting me to be alone in 
anything, promptly jumped off the bridge with me. 
We did not appreciate the level of insanity afflicting some of the 
other members, because there was a fellow named Stanton, who had no reason 
to be with us, but who suddenly decided that he, too, wanted to be a part 
of this new faction. He did so, to my lasting displeasure, I might add, 
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because at that point in Jess Unruh's mind, there appeared to be a 
conspiracy. He could forgive me, and he could forgive Johnny Burton, 
because he thought Johnny was teasing and he thought I didn't know what the 
hell I was doing. But when Bill Stanton, who held a PhD in economics 
became a part of it, he assumed we were following Stanton's leadership. It 
shows you that Unruh was not all-perceptive. 
Within a very short period of time, however, we resolved whatever 
the differences were and I thought I had been redeemed in Jesse Unruh's 
eyesight, particularly when he appointed me to the Education Committee. 
The Education Committee was chaired by Gus Garrigus. I did not know he had 
canvassed the entire membership, Republican and Democrat, and nobody wanted 
to serve on that committee, and I got the job. Well, Gus Garrigus allowed 
me to distinguish myself, and, in the process, Unruh allowed Gus to 
distinguish himself. So, as we resume comments from the floor, let me ask 
the man who has long been Jess Unruh's designated choice for Poet Laureate 
of the State of California, Mr. Gus Garrigus . 
MR. GUS GARRIGUS: Mr. Speaker and Members, I wrote this poem for 
Jesse in 1963, and I read it to him in the Speaker's Chambers . 
Sonnet to Jesse . 
When I survey the restless, rolling sea 
And ponder its mysterious depths and tides 
And think of all the fleets of pageantry 
Its sepulchered, unlightened chamber hides 
Then comes to mind the meaning of your life, 
Its vast, unplummed, unchartered dignity 
Its tender feelings, charged with complex strife, 
A heart forever chained which must be free, 
Bold spirit driven by ambition's power 
To seek unceasingly the greater task, 
A tragic tenant of a lonely hour, 
Impelled to answer more than you can ask. 
The hemlock and the crown of thorns atone 
Those who serve best must always serve alone. 
After I finished the poem there was a long moment of silence and 
then Jesse looked at me with a wry smile forming at the corner of his mouth 
and said, "That ' s probably one of the greatest poems you'll ever write, 
Gus." And then he added, "It's too bad you didn't have a better subject." 
ASSEMBLYMAN MIKE ROOS: Mr. Ken Cory . 
MR. KEN CORY: I appreciate the opportunity to say a few words 
about my friend, Jess. I had orginally worked for a gentleman that, on 
occasion, had differences with the Speaker, so J ess was not too sure of my 
loyalty, where I was, or whether I could be t rusted. Somehow we reached an 




the Education Committee. The gentleman who just spoke, Gus Garrigus, was 
one of my bosses. He was kind enough to stand up to Jesse and make sure 
that I had a job when Jesse wanted me not to have a job. I'm very grateful 
to Gus for that. In the process of working for the Education Committee, I 
discovered that Jesse possessed an attribute few people are really aware of 
or talk about, and that is his inordinate intelligence. 
The man was absolutely one of the smartest people I have ever met 
in my life. One of the classic examples of that was when Jesse decided to 
improve his image and offered a bill on school finance, which was a bizarre 
subject to begin with, and rather obtuse, and Jesse had never really got 
around to spending a great deal of time on that subject. It was my task to 
brief him before he had to present the bill, but he always had something 
else that interfered, and I did not get to see him until the morning before 
he was to go up to present the bill, a rather detailed bill, in a committee 
that Gordon Winton was chairing. At that point, Gordon and the Speaker 
were not the closest of friends7 to put it mildly, and Gordon was fairly 
knowledgeable in the area of school finance, so I had a substantial amount 
of trepidation when I explained this bill to Jesse as best I could. I was 
convinced he was going to be cut to ribbons . 
Jesse went into the committee, explained that bill, presented it, 
did not make a single mistake on some of the most complicated formulas 
imaginable in the esoterica of school finance, took on the Department of 
Education's expert, did battle with them, with various members of the 
committee, and all of that from a cram course taken in a very brief period 
of time: it was an awesome demonstration of pure raw intellect . 
That's one of the things that I hope all of us remember about 
Jesse. There are some other comments. We could spend a lot of time, but 
there is one point, in terms of Gus pointing out Jesse's humor, that I am 
compelled to ask i question about. I think it's wonderful that the 
Governor has dedicated a building to Jesse Unruh and changed its name, but 
I'm not so sure that all of you are going to agree that the name was 
changed. If you'll remember, the original name of that building was 
S.O.B.l. 
ASSEMBLYMAN MIKE ROOS: Former Chairman of the Rules Committee of 
this House, and former member of Congress, Mr. John Burton. 
MR. JOHN BURTON: Mr. Speaker, I really hesitate to stand up 
because these things get rather boring and tedious, but I think a man is 
obligated to say something about his seatmate. Jess made me his seatmate 
because I originally did not vote for him for Speaker. Nor did Willie, as 
he told you, nor did Bill Stanton, who was a lawyer, a PhD, and a 
Trotskyite, who joined us in that effort. As David said, if Jesse had his 
way David wouldn't be here, Willie wouldn't be here, and Dan McCorquoda e 
would be sitting where Waddie Deddeh is. 
But I went up to see Larry Margo l is . I didn ' t get to see Jimmy 
Whetmore, but I got to see Larry Margo l is, wh ich was more important if you 
had to see anybody except Jesse, because Larry used to work t he f l oor for 
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Jesse. Once Jess had a bill to punish Alan Cranston7 he wanted to abolish 
the inheritance tax appraisers, so Larry was moving around and was hitting 
Jack Fenton pretty hard and Jack looked up at him and said, "But it's a bad 
bill." And Larry said, "If it was a good bill I wouldn't have to talk to 
you about it, Jack." 
That was really part of Jesse's theory, as Jerry Waldie would 
know7 he didn't need his friends to be with him when he was right. He 
wanted you there when he was wrong. I said, "Jesus, Jesse, you're not 
right." He said, "I need my friends to be with me when I'm not right, 
because if you ' re right, the world's with you." 
But, anyway, he put me next to him to isolate me, because Jesse 
was never in his seat all that much. He'd be presiding and moving around. 
He thought he was going to get me, but he never really realized the amount 
of charm that I had, because when it was all over we pulled him back to the 
left where he started. He started at the left, moved to the right as a 
counterbalance to Pat Brown, and then we pulled him back to the left. He 
was a wonderful guy. When he would start speaking, he had a way of bending 
his finger. He'd bend his finger -- his little finger could go all the way 
back-- and he'd always do that and say, "It seems like to me ••. " and then 
he would start talking. I will always see him doing that. 
When I was back in the House of Representatives in Washington, 
there were several legislators from other states who used to ask about 
Jesse because they used to attend his Eagleton Institute and other things. 
He was really as much of a mentor to them as he was to many of us in 
California. There are several members of the house and the United States 
Senate who learned politics from the lectures that Jesse gave them when he 
was back with the Eagleton Institute. 
Last, David talked to you about the office assignments and all 
that. When I got up here, the office I had is now one-third of a staff 
office. That tells you how Jesse could play it. But I'm honored to be 
here at this ceremony. We'll all miss him. 
ASSEMBLYMAN ROOS: A former member of this house, Vice-Chairman of 
the Ways and Means Committee, Mr. Gordon Duffy. 
MR. GORDON DUFFY: I'm hesitant to speak about my dear friend, 
Jess, but I have some wonderful memories and some lessons that I learned, 
an awful lot of lessons. In fact, everytime I see someone speak on the 
floor of the Assembly, I'm reminded of the very unique way he would handle 
his microphone. Remember? Oddest thing in the world. He'd be giving this 
impassioned speech and it was this all the time. As he'd be speaking he'd 
be touching, and it would be moving about a quarter of an inch and it was 
almost mesmerizing, the way he would work that microphone as he talked to 
the members of the house. 
One of the lessons I learned from Jesse, was after I was first 
elected in 1964 with Willie and John Burton. I was elected to the most 
Democratic seat that a Republican held at that time from a couple of cow 
----·---·--- --···~--·--·- ·-··-- ---·------·------------
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counties down in the San Joaquin Valley. It was a marginal seat, and Jesse 
saw to it that my seatmate was Bill Stanton. I don't know why Bill's 
getting so much attention today. At the end of that first term, when I was 
reelected, there was a vacancy in the chairmanship of the Health Committee 
and as a fiercely independent person, I refused to ask for a chairmanship. 
In those days, Republicans did occasionally get a chairmanship, 
and Jesse called me in after the election, after I'd been reelected. I'd 
made up my mind I was not going to agree to anything. I didn't know what 
he was going to ask me, but whatever he asked me, as badly as I wanted a 
chairmanship -- if you can imagine, members, how badly a sophomore wants a 
chairmanship of a major committee I'd made up my mind I wasn't going to 
ask for anything and wasn't going to agree to anything. 
So Jess said, "You know, Gordon, your name has been suggested as 
the Chairman of the Health Committee. I've just got a couple of questions 
I want to ask." 
My back went up like this, and all the Irish was ready to hit him. 
He said, "The first question is, as an optometrist, would you 
object if I referred some optometry bills to another committee?" 
Well, how could you object? The Speaker could put bills any place 
he wanted to. I said, "Well, no, of course I wouldn't object to that." 
He said, "The second thing is, if you decide to let your staff go, 
would you object if I put them somewhere else in the building?" 
I said, "No, I don't care what you do with staff. If I've got a 
right to fire them, you can put them anywhere you want to." 
He said, "Fine, thank you. We'll think about it." He called me 
the next day to tell me that I was Chairman of the Health Committee. Now, 
what is the lesson? First place, he wasn't doing it because we were close 
friends. While we were friends, we were not close friends, warm social 
friends. He knew the Legislature well enough to know that an honest, 
hardworking member, even though a sophomore, could be a good chairman of a 
major committee. He knew where the votes were on the Health Committee and 
knew that I was not going to be running a Republican Committee. He knew 
that the honesty and integrity of the system that he had built transcended 
partisan politics, transcended some of the other loyalties that he had. To 
have a Republican sophomore chair Health Committee showed to me a large 
part of the genius he had in understanding people and making things work. 
ASSEMBLYMAN ROOS: A former Assemblyman from southern California, 
Ken MacDonald. 
MR. KEN MCDONALD: I wasn't going to mention something, but I 
thought I just had to do it. Jesse was well aware that anyone who was 
elected from Ventura County in the old days, when Bob Lagomarsino was in 
the Senate and Chuck Teague was in Congress, any Democrat, to get elected 
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with that team, had to be something else. Well, I was something else. I 
was the Democrat. And Jesse was very concerned about my political welfare. 
He really wanted to help me, but in Ventura County there was only 
one person, probably, who had a good thing to say about Jesse and that was 
Burt Henson. Burt served with him up here and thought Jesse was absolutely 
the living end. He was the greatest guy he'd ever served with. 
But, anyway, I was new at the game, and in 1968 I had a 
particularly tough campaign coming up. The Republicans were spending a lot 
of money to defeat me. And Jess never said no. He figured well, if he 
could come down and help raise a few bucks, why, he was willing to do it. 
So we went right into the hotbed of Republican intrigue, Thousand Oaks. I 
don't think there's ever been a Democrat carry that town. We had a nice 
little party arranged at one of the prominent golf course facilities there, 
and it was a long day. Jesse had been around handshaking with the 
Democrats, the few that he could find, and he knew all about my problems. 
Well, the Republicans were pretty smart and they caught us late in the day. 
They took a beautiful picture that I have in my scrapbook. It shows me 
half asleep with Jesse, who had had a few drinks. That beautiful shot was 
duplicated in all the local newspapers, and I can tell you that, in that 
day, Jess couldn't have been elected dogcatcher in Ventura County. The 
poetic justice of the story is that he ran for statewide office and 
clobbered his opponents and lived to a distinguished career as the State 
Treasurer. I shall always remember Jesse Unruh as the man who came by my 
desk right here, this was it, came by and leaned over and said, "That's one 
you'd better be careful of, because Ventura County may not vote with that 
issue." I have some very wonderful and touching memories of that man and 
I'll miss him terribly. 
ASSEMBLYMAN ROOS: A former member of this house and former 
Speaker Pro Tempore, the Honorable Jack Knox. 
MR. JACK KNOX: Thank you, Mr. Speaker, Mr. President, members and 
friends. It was my privilege to vote for Jesse on September 30, 1961, for 
Speaker. We share the same birthday, September 30, and it was a very 
exciting time and a very exciting day. And the very next summer at the 
Democratic convention held in this chamber, we got into a battle. Now, I 
had been a very close friend of his and after that our relationship was 
friendly, but somewhat arm's length. I was supposed to get a chairmanship 
like Finance, or Rev and Tax, and Jesse gave me Local Government, Municipal 
and County Government it was called in those days. It's a committee that 
my good friend Dom Cortese chairs today. 
That was punishment, but we still managed to do a lot of things. 
I want to say that despite that arm's length relationship, one thing about 
Jesse as Speaker was that if you were willing to work -- and that included 
both Democrats and Republicans -- if you were willing to work in this 
house, he would help you. As Chairman of that committee, I was never 
denied anything that I needed by way of staff or travel or anything else 
that I needed to do the job. 
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Jesse always said something that I've had a chance to quote to 
members many times, and that is that you can't keep a smart, hardworking 
legislator down no matter who it is. It can be a freshman member of the 
minority party. He said, ""You have to give them a desk in the chamber, a 
couple of secretaries and some phone lines, and with that any legislator 
ought to be able to make his or her way." And I think that's very true. 
You know, I think of all of us former members of the California 
Legislature as a very large family that only gets together at weddings and 
funerals, and I wish to God this was a wedding. 
ASSEMBLYMAN ROOS: Former member of the Assembly, former member of 
Congress, Mr. Richard Hanna. 
MR. RICHARD HANNA: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. I remember sitting 
over in that corner over there and everytime I took the mike they'd say, 
"Stand up, Hanna." 
There are two things I want to say about Jesse: one, I want to 
say that he was always for the little guy. I know when I got to this house 
somebody noted that above the state there is this admonition, "Send me men 
to match my mountains." And they said, "Orange County missed the mark," 
when they sent me. 
But Jesse said, "Look, they don't tell you the whole phrase. The 
poem goes: 'Send me men to match my mountains. Send me men to match my 
plains, with plans upon their foreheads and visions in their brains.'" And 
he said, "I'll tell you, Hanna, around here you can go by Clare Engels' 
statement. He said, 'we measure men from the neck up here.'" 
Well, I always was very much impressed by Speaker Unruh, and at 
one time he was very much impressed with me. My good companion, and a 
fellow who came up and worked for me when I was on the Education Committee 
as chairman, Ken Cory, mentioned that he was in bad repute with the 
Speaker. That happened because in 1961 I entertained the idea of running 
for Speaker myself. At that time we had about seven guys in the Democratic 
party who felt that perhaps they wouldn't get along too well with Unruh as 
Speaker. Well, Joe Shell heard about it and Gordon Winton wanted me to be 
up there as point man. He said, "I'll hold your coat, you fight." And Joe 
Shell called me and said, "Look, if you'll go, the Republicans will get 
behind you, and I think we can put the votes together to make you Speaker." 
Well, at that time I was considering running for Congress because 
Phil Burton, who came to Congress exactly the same time as I did, had seen 
to it that I had a perfect seat to run for Congress. He reminded me of 
that, and being a man who had a little bit of thoughtfulness about me, and 
after remembering what happened to Abe Lincoln when he had to go in with a 
tremendous amount of support from the Democrats and the Republicans never 
forgave him for it, I said, "I don't think I want that cup, so let it 
pass." 
It was probably one of the few smart decisions I made in my life, 
and Jesse was very sensitive about it. I to l d him, "Look, Jess, the thing 
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is over. You're the Speaker. You haven't got anything I need, and I 
haven't got anything you want. Let's be friends." So we passed the rest 
of our political life like that. 
ASSEMBLYMAN ROOS: a current member of this house, Chairman of the 
Public Safety Committee, Mr. Larry Stirling. 
ASSEMBLYMAN LARRY STIRLING: Mr. Speaker, I'd just like to add a 
view from those of us who were elected to the Legislature long after Mr. 
Unruh had been deified as a great leader and a visionary of the State of 
California. 
Dan Walters and these guys over here get a lot of money to trash 
the Legislature and they get a lot of ink out of it. What we're going to 
miss about the Treasurer is that he, along with Mr. Monagan, was kind of 
consultant-at-large to the system. They helped make it work. They held it 
together and they helped the young guys to see what the purpose is and how 
it works. 
Mr. Unruh had a famous quote that I noticed the L.A. Times didn't 
use in their article, in which he addressed the integrity of the 
Legislature. I asked him on a plane back from Japan in the middle of the 
night whether he actually said it, so I confirmed it with him directly. He 
said -- I'm going to paraphrase it so it can be published -- "If you can't 
take their money, drink their Seven-Up, hug their women, and still say, no, 
you don't belong in the business." 
The men and women in this Legislature belong in the business, 
because we learned from Mr. Unruh and we'll miss him. 
ASSEMBLYMAN ROOS: A current member of this house, Mr. Ross 
Johnson, a singing buddy of Jess's. 
ASSEMBLYMAN ROSS JOHNSON: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Yes, it's that 
very subject that I rise to discuss. I think that Jess Unruh was 
everything that has been said, and more, but I will remember him most as a 
legendary singing talent. Many's the night that Jesse and I have, in a 
great crowd in the Torch Club or in Eilish's, began to sing an old song, 
and the first thing you know the crowd would have dissipated. They would 
have wandered. But Jesse and I knew that jealousy was a terrible thing. 
I will remember him for "The Wild Side of Life" and the old songs 
of Jimmy Rogers, Hank Williams, Hank Thompson. I'll remember him as well 
for the many lessons that he taught us of all political persuasions. He 
had forgotten more about the business of politics than most of us will ever 
learn. I recall the time that he very generously said that he would 
endorse me in my first re-election effort. And in the spirit of the 
moment, maybe caught up in the rootbeers that we were sharing, I told him 
that I'd be pleased to endorse him in his next election, and he said, 
"Ross, you don't want to do that. That's really not going to play all that 
well in Orange County. I can afford to endorse you." 
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I think of a song that Waylon Jennings did in memory of Buddy 
Holly. I think (t•s very appropriate to Jesse. The lines go, "They've 
been writing books about you, and from the stories that they tell they make 
you look like some kind of angel, but we both know you were mean as Hell." 
Jess Unruh was my friend. I loved him, and I will miss him 
terribly. 
ASSEMBLYMAN ROOS: I must tell you that I always thought that you 
and Jesse were a little touchy, in view of the fact that I considered you 
my warmup act. 
Current member of the State Senate, the Honorable Bill Lockyer, 
Chairman of the Judiciary Committee. 
SENATOR BILL LOCKYER: Mr. Speaker, I hope it is appropriate to 
add to the public record the thought of Niccolo Machiavelli, a wonderful 
Italian writer and teacher, who suggested that any ordinary human can 
operate the machinery of government. Only a prince can design it. 
ASSEMBLYMAN ROOS: Another member of the State Senate, the highly 
regarded Senator Nick Petris, who sits on the Rules Committee. 
SENATOR NICK PETRIS: Thank you, Mr. Speaker, Mr. President, 
members and friends. It's common to apologize for the prolonging of 
proceedings, but I won't. I want to be identified on this occasion with my 
distinguished classmates of the Assembly of 1968, Jerry Waldie and Gus 
Garrigus, as an old friend and admirer and student of Jesse Unruh. 
I'm going to make about three points. A lot has been said about 
the lockup, but it was another incident long before that that was equally 
important, and from which I learned a big lesson. I call it the oil spill. 
It was in my first term as a freshman, and I had been counseled not to 
speak very much but to just sit and listen to the wisdom of the elders. 
And as a consequence I was rather obscure, sitting in the back row. One 
day Jesse invited me to lunch, which I thought was a great honor. He was 
the powerful chairman of _the Ways and Means Committee at that time. Ralph 
Brown was the 8peaker. The problem that he discussed with me and some 
others was that by the time Pat Brown was elected Governor, the great 
wartime surplus had been used up in this state, and we were facing a 
terrible deficit. We had to raise taxes in those first two years under 
Governor Brown's administration. And the Governor went to leaders of 
industry and got tremendous cooperation from many of them. The insurance 
people, for example, agreed to pay certain taxes, three, four, five, six 
months ahead of time to help the state. There was a wonderful spirit of 
cooperation to rebuild the state. But there was one industry that wouldn't 
budge, and that was the oil industry. There was this massive tax bill that 
included a tax on the oil industry. And it didn't stand a chance. It had 
been assigned to the Revenue and Taxation Committee, chaired by Tom Mac 
Bride, now a retired federal judge. 
---------------- ----·--- ------.-
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Jess came up with this plan and he asked me, as an obscure, sweet, 
and innocent freshman, to make a motion, right after lunch. It was an all 
day session and after lunch, he said, "As soon as we go in, I'll see that 
you're recognized. Make a motion to transfer the bill from Rev and Tax to 
Ways and Means. I'll get it out . " So I thought that was great. I made 
the motion. The din that followed hasn't left my ears yet. Joe Shell, the 
minority leader, came over and chewed me out in a manner that no one has 
done before or since. The roof seemed to collapse on me. I was down in 
the dumps. The motion passed on a quick voice vote. We had accomplished 
our purpose, but when the Republicans started filtering in -- there had 
been only about three persons on the floor when this was done -- they 
caught on to what happened. They made a motion to rescind. We were locked 
up on that motion all the rest of that day and into the next. A lot of 
members had left for the weekend, and the opposition was pulling them in 
from fishing trips and other idyllic vacation sites, which made them return 
in a very unfriendly and hostile mood. Well, eventually the matter was 
resolved, and I was very, very dispirited by the whole thing. Tom 
Mac Bride, who argued vigorously against the motion in our little lunch 
conference, felt so bad that he went outside and literally got sick. Here 
I was being badgered by all these Republicans. The Democrats surrounded me 
and said, "Don't worry about it, everything ' s going to be okay." I 
remember Byron Rumford doing that, and Jesse Unruh reaching out to me from 
time to time to bolster and shore me up. One thing that I learned from 
that was that he enjoyed it. I was in misery and suffering, and he enjoyed 
the battle all the way through. And I thought of that. 
That's the first thing I want to say about Jesse Unruh. I thought 
of that many, many years later. I was preparing to argue a case in the 
Supreme Court of this state, and I was very nervous, and I got some 
attorney friends to help, and I was making my argument to them after they 
had read the briefs in order to prepare myself properly and thoroughly. My 
client was there watching all this and he saw my nervousness and he took me 
aside and he said, "Let me tell you a story. I spent a lot of time around 
the racetracks, and one time I overheard an owner talking to a new jockey 
that had never ridden for him before. 'I want you do your best and I want 
you to win, but remember this, enjoy the ride. It may be all you get out 
of it.'" And when he told me that I thought of Jesse Unruh. He enjoyed 
the ride. 
Now, my final thought and tribute to a great man: What's the 
purpose of the ride? Where are we going? At a time that we pay tribute to 
someone who has passed away, our whole life flashes before us and we ask 
the very common and eternal question, why are we here on this earth? 
What's the purpose of the ride? That's where you look at Jess Unruh, and 
he stands like a giant, a real giant, before all of us and before all men 
in the history of this state. He was committed in that fight. He wanted 
that industry to do its share, and he was angry because they were the only 
ones, really, holding out. Why? Because certain things had to be done in 
this state. That's why. The final thought I have is something that he 
also reminds me of, a great comment by Horace Mann, the great American 





Now Jesse Unruh could have died many years ago and gone out in a 
blazing volley of victories. Many of us ask ourselves, "If I were to go 
today, what do I leave behind and what is it that I can be proud of, that 
my family can remember, and my friends, and the public if I hold a public 
office?" I remember Jess Unruh in the glory of those first four years of 
the Brown Administration and, thereafter, all through the sixties, when he 
made such a magnificent contribution to helping his fellow Californians 
find their place in the sun. Minorities, Black people in particular. We 
hadn't got together with Black people until that time, not in the manner 
that we're accustomed to now. He helped convert the Civil Rights struggle 
from a spectator sport to one that confronted the conscience of every 
Californian boldly and directly, and said, "We're not going to do this 
anymore." So we no longer regarded the Black man as the fellow at the end 
of a tip, or the fellow who if we saw him on the street carrying something, 
it was likely to be a pail of water and a mop in it. We saw that being 
transformed into briefcases and the other accoutrements of higher positions 
in our society, and in business, and in government. And he fought, and he 
fought, and he fought. 
And what I would like to say to Jesse, you could have died a long 
time ago, my friend, and still gone out with a tremendous number of 
victories for humanity. I'm glad you were able to stay as long as you did, 
because each year that went by you racked up more and more victories for 
humanity. I'm proud to have been associated with him in that endeavor in 
some small way, and I'll always remember him for that. 
ASSEMBLYMAN ROOS: A former member of this house, he was Chairman 
of the Rules Committee, now the Reverend Leon Ralph. 
REVEREND LEON RALPH: Thank you, Mr. Speaker and members, Chris, 
all of the Unruh children. As I think about Jesse Unruh who was a friend 
and a mentor, there is one passage in the Ninetieth Psalm, the twelfth 
verse, which says, "So teach us to number our days that we may apply our 
hearts unto wisdom." 
Jess Unruh did just that. He was jovial, he was loving, but Jesse 
also had a very deep and abiding compassion, as Nick Petris has just said, 
for minorities. He probably did more than any other man that I know of to 
help Black elected officials in the City and County of Los Angeles to 
become elected officials of this state. 
In fact, I remember when, as a staffer of his along with Sam 
Hartog in Southern California, I had a talk with the late Doug Farrell who 
had asked me if I would run in his district. I had an appointment with 
Jesse when he came down from session and Sam and I went and talked with him 
about it. Jesse said, "Well, I'll tell you what. I'll commit a certain 
number of dollars." And then he suddenly stopped and looked at me and 
said, "By the way. Do you think you can win?" 
I said, "Well, Jesse, we'll do the best we can, but in any event 
your support will make the difference." 
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I remember 1968, which was a very difficult year emotionally for 
all of us. On April the fourth, Dr. Martin Luther King was assassinated, 
and that moved Jesse Unruh to appoint the first Urban Affairs and Housing 
Subcommittee in this House to address the needs of minorities. His 
directive to that committee was that we address the needs not just of 
Blacks, but of Asians and Hispanics and women and so on, as a tribute to 
the life and commitment of Dr. Martin Luther King. Then in June of that 
year, his dear friend Bobby Kennedy was assassinated, and those of us who 
were a part of that time lived with Jesse in perhaps the deepest valleys of 
his pain. I think he considered himself to be more responsible for the 
death of Bobby Kennedy, perhaps, than any other person in America, because 
Bobby thought that 1968 was not his year and Jesse kept urging him to go. 
And when Bobby was shot down in Los Angeles, a part of Jesse went with him. 
We saw him in the latter part of 1968 struggle with that, because he was a 
man of great feeling and great commitment and great sincerity and great 
loyalty to friends. But in the end, he bounced back from that because he 
realized that his days we-re numbered and he had much to do before he 
finally went to rest. 
As I think of Jesse, I am reminded of a story that we in the 
church have heard many a time. It's the story of a man who had a dream one 
night, and in the dream he saw the Lord and he looked back over the sands 
of time. Through his life he saw at times there were two sets of 
footprints, and at times, one set of footprints. He asked, "Lord, your 
word says that you'll be with me. Why is it that are times when there is 
only one set of footprints? Why did you abandon me?" 
The Lord looked at him and said, "My son, those were the times 
that I carried you, when you were too weak to walk yourself." 
I am sure that on August 4, Jesse had that experience as he looked 
back and saw many times when there was only one set of footprints and he 
must have heard the Lord say, "Well done, my good and faithful servant." 
ASSEMBLYMAN ROOS: A friend and former member of this House, 
another of Jesse's former Majority Leaders, former member of the State 
Senate, former member of the District Court of Appeals, Mr. George 
Zenovich. 
MR. GEORGE ZENOVICH: Thank you, Mr. Speaker, Chris, members of 
the family, and friends. 
I guess I was one of Jesse's candidates back in 1962. In the 
Democratic primary, my opponent was a CDC'er. So when Jesse heard about me 
down in Fresno, buddy, the phones were ringing. So I came up here as a 
friend of Jesse's. I remember the incidents with Johnny and with Willie 
and with Bill Stanton -- who only lasted one semester, as we used to say 
around here. 
You know, after Jerry left and went to the House of 
Representatives, I became the Majority Floor Leader. And so I had to spend 
a lot of time with Marvin, as I called him all the time. We had this 
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routine every morning. I had to check out with the early Porters and the 
Pauline Davises and the Alan Pattees, just to see how everybody was doing, 
you know? And then, I remember, in 1963, they used to say it was 
fifty-four Democrats and Milton Marks. In 1963 we had 54 Democrats and 
Milton Marks and Alan Pattee and Indian Jim Holmes and Mr. Britschgi, whom 
Johnny mentioned, who sat next to Willie. So, to that extent, I would 
cover the base for Marvin every morning and make sure that everything was 
going well. Then I'm reminded of Nick -- you know, every now and then Nick 
and Jesse would be on opposite sides of an issue within the caucus, and 
Jess would always say to me, "Zeno, don't let Nick take over in that 
caucus, because you know how he can articulate his positions." So I'd 
always have to watch Nick to make sure that we didn't let Nick change the 
position that Jesse wanted. 
Now, on the personal side of it, I lived with Jesse for a couple 
of years, and let me tell you .•• I'm going to talk about the music side of 
him, Ross. You see, I'm now a life member of the musicians' Local 47 in 
L.A., I'm a life member of my own local, I was a jazz bassist. I remember 
John Quimby. John got a record, a high-fi recording piece of equipment one 
time in 1963, and Basie had just done this great record with Frank Sinatra. 
Well, we were great admirers of Basie and Sinatra, so we would go up to 
John's office on the fourth floor, and, God, we'd turn that thing on and 
drive everybody in the building bananas, including Marvin. And I remember 
him at home where we had a record player, and I used to bring the Basie 
records, the Al Garner records, the Ellington records. He'd say, "Look, 
Zeno, listen to my kind of music. Listen to people like Merle Haggard." 
Well, Chris, he never really converted me because I'm still a jazz 
bassist and a jazz musician. But I respect the love and the affection that 
he had for those songs. I will just close by saying, in connection with 
the poet laureate, I remember after that poem was read and after what Gus 
said Jesse told him, he also said, "Just think, Gus, with my brains and 
your tongue we could own the world." 
ASSEMBLYMAN ROOS: Our next person I want to introduce has been 
already clearly identified as a the shortest term majority leader in the 
history of the Legislature. I might also say that he was also the second 
youngest Majority Leader in the history of the Legislature, Mr. Wally 
Karabian. 
MR. WALLACE KARABIAN: Mr. Speaker, Mr. President, my fellow 
colleagues and friends, it just goes to show how incorrect two 
distinguished Californians can be in the same morning when they recite 
California history. The truth of the matter is, although I had but a short 
thirteen months as Majority Leader, my record was broken by the Honorable 
Willie Lewis Brown, Jr., who served less time as Majority Leader. And, 
although the man presiding used to be Majority Leader, and a young, dashing 
figure he was as Majority Leader, he was elected to that important position 
at the age of 35, and I was elected to that position at the age of 33. Now 
that the record is corrected once and for all, let me say that it is a 
privilege to participate on this floor, and to look into the gallery and 
see Larry Margolis, and Viginia Neal and Betty Coffey and Mike Manley and 
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Jack Crose -- those people who made the Speaker's office complete and 
effective, .and awesome to many of us. I was a part of that class of 1966 
who were elected as anti-Unruh candidates. David Roberti and I were just 
two years out of our law school class from U.S.C. We were joined by John 
Vasconcellos, by Yvonne Braithwaite-Burke, by Alan Sieroty, by Wadle 
Deddeh7 to mention just a few. So when we got here to the Capitol, we did 
not receive distinguished positions. We immediately joined forces with 
John Burton and Willie Brown and some of the others who were outcasts from 
the previous election. We got all the bad assignments and all the bad 
offices and so forth, and it took some time to work ourselves into 
positions of some trust and confidence. One story I remember did not take 
place here on the floor of this Assembly, but it exemplifies Jesse Unruh's 
magnificent use of the power of the committee system in the Legislature. 
In June of 1968, there had been an upset election in Los Angeles. 
A young Democratic candidate by the name of Henry Waxman had defeated a 
22-year Democratic incumbent legislator by the name of Lester McMillan. It 
was a couple of days after the primary election and we were all flying back 
here to Sacramento for the Legislature to continue its deliberations. We 
arrived at the airport. The Sergeant picked us up, and in the automobile 
was a Sergeant at Arms and myself in the front seat, and in the back seat, 
Jack Fenton, Bob Moretti, and Jesse Unruh. As we were driving in, Jack 
turned to Bob and he said, "Well, Bobby, the little Jewish kid did it. He 
beat Les." 
And Moretti said, "Yeah, God, I hear he's really a leftie." 
And at that, Unruh said, "Don't worry, fellows. He'll give us no 
trouble on Fish and Game and Veterans Affairs." 
And there I was sitting in the front seat, serving on both of 
those committees. 
Well, it was a wonderful ride and a wonderful time. I'm happy 
that a lot of the legislators who came after that era had an opportunity to 
see Jesse, because if you saw him on the floor in the period when he was at 
the height of his Speakership, it was a different kind of Jesse Unruh than 
you saw later, after he left this body. I'll never forget, being as 
skeptical as I was, sitting in the Democratic caucus and listening to him 
again and again persuade the caucus to follow his course, knowing that that 
caucus had in its midst doubtful people, skeptics, people who were opposed 
to Jesse Unruh in their elections. Indeed, Jess Unruh had run candidates 
against all of us. It was extraordinary to watch him persuade with 
eloquence, with knowledge, and with the ability to understand the workings 
of government so that even the most skeptical members of the Democratic 
caucus went along with his position in almost every case. In my opinion, 
it's a great tribute to a leader to be that persuasive. Thank you. 
ASSEMBLYMAN ROOS: A member of this house, the Honorable Tom 
Hayden. 
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ASSEMBLYMAN TOM HAYDEN: Although I knew and respected Jesse 
Unruh, I had not intended to say a word this morning until Leon Ralph 
reminded us of 1968 and of Jesse Unruh's great loss at the death of Robert 
Kennedy. In 1983, I believe it was, I came to this floor with one of 
Robert Kennedy's daughters, Courtney, who was about nine years old when her 
father was killed. She was visiting me in Sacramento and I asked her who 
she wanted to meet on the floor. She said, "I'd like to meet Jesse Unruh." 
So I arranged a meeting just a few feet from where I stand between 
Courtney Kennedy and Jesse Unruh, and he said a few words about the 
campaign. She said, "I'm proud to meet you. My father was proud to be 
your friend." This closed something that I think was very important in 
Jesse's life, and I think we should all realize that as large as his 
accomplishments were, fate and destiny prevented Jesse from even greater 
accomplishments. 
ASSEMBLYMAN ROOS: A member of the Senate, the Chairman of the 
Insurance Committee, the Honorable Alan Robbins. 
SENATOR ALAN ROBBINS: When I was nineteen years old, I had the 
opportunity to go to work for the Assembly Rules Committee under Tom Bane 
when he was one of Speaker Unruh's key lieutenants. For several years, I 
had a very exciting and educational opportunity for someone of my rather 
tender age to be close to the process and to see a number of the truly 
great leaders of California. I watched Jess Unruh as Speaker, do things to 
run this state and to pass the Constitutional revision (which I had the 
privilege of working on) that created the full-time legislature in 
California in 1966. 
I won't belabor anyone with great stories because, to be honest, I 
was not high enough in the echelons to be invited to any of the after-hours 
events that took place. Nor would it have been legal for me, at that age, 
to go along. But I would like to say one thing, on behalf of the many 
people who had the chance to learn something in those days working here as 
an employee, and that is, thank you for the opportunity. 
ASSEMBLYMAN ROOS: A current member of the Senate, the Honorable 
Rebecca Morgan. 
SENATOR REBECCA MORGAN: Thank you very much, Mr. Speaker. As one 
of the newer members of the Senate, you may wonder why I rise. It's for 
two reasons. I don't think that Jesse Unruh, who appointed a woman as his 
assistant, who wanted to help those of us who had not had many 
opportunities, be they minorities or women, to succeed, would have wanted 
this day to go by without at least one woman speaking on his behalf, I saw 
no one else rise, so I rise to do so. 
Secondly, I want to do what I did not do in person, and I truly 
regret it. When I was a freshman in 1985, I had a bill that would have set 
up the Reserve for Economic Uncertainties. It was a bill that allowed the 
Treasurer to invest our money in a way that he could not before, when it 
was held as part of the General Fund. I'm aware that there were Democrats 
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who became aware of that bill and wanted to become an author, but Jesse 
Unruh said, "Becky came up with the idea. Let her go with it." 
With his help it was passed, and the state has made money as a 
result of that new investment policy. I want to do what I did not do in 
the last month, when I should have written him; I want to say to his 
family, I thank him. 
ASSEMBLYMAN ROOS: The Chairman of the Ways and Means Committee, 
the Honorable John Vasconcellos. 
ASSEMBLYMAN JOHN VASCONCELLOS: 
correct a bit of history, too, Walter. 
candidate. I was an independent. 
Mr. Speaker and members, I want to 
I did not run as an anti-Unruh 
I was not the CDC candidate either. I came up with Pat Brown's 
staff, and I ran pretty much on my own. The impression may have been 
there, though, because my campaign workers remind me that we got a $10,000 
check from Jesse during my campaign and sent it back. So, it may have been 
that he thought I wasn't a great ally when I arrived here, as green, or 
more green than David Roberti ever thought of being. I was seated over 
there somewhere with this tall guy named Ken Cory, with whom I became dear 
friends. About five years later, he told me that we were seatmates because 
Jesse didn't know where I was and he wanted Ken to watch over me very 
carefully. 
Jesse played a major role in my career here. I arrived green and 
unaffiliated. I wanted to be on the Education Committee, and sixty of the 
eighty of us wanted on that year. It was highly contested, and through Bob 
Moretti's friendship, Jesse chose me. I spent twenty-one years on that 
committee and that's where I made my mark. So, in terms of being here and 
making a mark, Jesse truly helped me get that start in a very direct way. 
In my first year, I was talked into carrying a bill that would 
have then done something that was thought to be a bit heretical, which was 
to re-designate California State Colleges as California State Universities. 
I introduced the bill to change the name of the system; got it to the 
Assembly floor without much fanfare; had the votes committed; took the bill 
up; got the votes, got it out. Just by coincidence, Jess came over and 
said that it was the only bill he was opposing in this House. He suggested 
that I not carry that bill again the next year. The bill died in the 
Senate. The next year he said, " Young man, you have better things to do 
than to carry that bill." So I didn't carry the bill. I think Dick Barnes 
finally carried it and got the name changed appropriately some time later. 
What Jesse was for me was a model and a mentor. We weren't the 
closest of personal friends, but there was always a warmth between us. He 
counted on my naivete when I arrived, but when he saw me years later he 
said, "You've grown up, young man." It was the highest of compliments from 
the ablest of persons who has held a seat in this House, certainly, in my 
experience, and I think probably in all of California history. 
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Jess had a particularly remarkable brilliance that few men possess 
in abundance. He had an unusual, deep caring for those among us who have 
the least. He made the commitment as a model for us all, I hope, to use 
our abilities, and to use this privileged office to see to it that 
California is a home for all its people, and that everyone of them is 
welcomed and encouraged to realize their own potential and make this truly 
a fine state. I'll miss him too. 
ASSEMBLYMAN ROOS: A former member of this house, and now a member 
of the United States House of Representatives, the Honorable Rick Lehman. 
HONORABLE RICK LEHMAN: Thank you very much, Mr. Speaker. I 
appreciate the opportunity to get one last chance to speak in this house. 
MR. LEHMAN: I worked and served in this Legislature for thirteen 
years, from the time I was twenty-one until the time I was thirty-four. 
This Chamber was really my home up until recently. 
I went to work for George Zenovich in 1969. I got started in 
politics about a year and a half before that, in 1968. I was just a farm 
boy from Sanger, and I got to Fresno City College and became student body 
president, during the time when Bobby Kennedy was running for President. 
It was a very important part of my life and, obviously, a very important 
part of Jesse's life. 
Most of the students in California were backing a guy named Gene 
McCarthy for President. A group of my friends and I decided to back Bobby 
Kennedy. We didn't know what to do in Fresno, California. There weren't 
too many people for Bobby Kennedy -- we certainly didn't know anybody --so 
we thought, well, we'll call Jesse Unruh's office. We'd read his name in 
the paper as heading up the Kennedy campaign, and one of Jesse's people 
returned the call and soon we were on our way to Sacramento to form a 
Students for Kennedy group. Since all the students that I knew, and most 
of them that Jesse knew, were for McCarthy, Jesse thought I was an 
absolutely brilliant person, and I got to play a meaningful role in that 
campaign at the tender age of nineteen. Most legislators had pledged early 
support to Lyndon Johnson, not thinking Bobby was going to run. As a 
result, a lot of people like me got to be delegates. One of the most 
treasured things I own is a letter from Jesse Unruh inviting me to the 
convention. The letter starts, "Dear Dick .•. " I have it hanging on my wall 
and I always used to kid Jess about that letter. Years later, when Jesse 
would call me on the phone, usually to object to some little bill I had 
that in some small, infinitesimal way interfered with the powers of the 
State Treasurer, he would always break the discussion by referring to me as 
Dick. It was a way of referring back to that point in time, that bond 
between me, the young boy, and Jesse Unruh. The twinkle in his eyes when 
we met always evoked that period in my life which was the beginning of my 
political career and which also held so much meaning for him. 
I wouldn't say we were that close, but the bond developed and grew 
as time went on. On the floor of the House of Representatives I had the 
sad privilege of being the person to stand up and announce to the body that 
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Jesse Unruh had died. As John Burton stated, he had so many friends back 
there that it just blew my mind. People would come up to me from the 
South, from the North, from all across America and say, "I knew Jesse 
Unruh. I went to a class with Jesse Unruh. He had a great impact on me." 
Or people from other legislatures, who now serve in Congress, who know that 
their legislature was given more dignity and attained greater stature 
because what Jesse Unruh did for this legislature eventually happened to 
all state legislatures. 
I guess, as I think about our relationship in later life, the one 
word that comes to my mind in describing Jesse is "authentic." He was the 
real thing. Unlike a lot of people in political life, you didn't have to 
look past what you saw. It was all there. And he never, in anything, 
forgot the person that he was. He was the son of a sharecropper from 
Kansas. He had worked in the fields of Texas. He hitchhiked here with 
five bucks in his pocket~ went to college~ became a legislator and did 
great things. He dreamt great dreams, but for all that he never forgot who 
he was or where he came from, and I think that's something for all of us. 
Thank you. 
ASSEMBLYMAN ROOS: A former member of this House, a former member 
of the Rules Committee, the Honorable John Quimby. 
MR. JOHN QUIMBY: Mr. Speaker and members, it's hard to resist. 
I'd like to say that I think it's my life since being in this House that 
allows me to say something. I learned so much from Jesse, but until the 
last few years, I did not really understand some of the things I learned. 
My first contact with him came in 1962. I never met him at all 
prior to winning a primary for the Assembly down in San Bernardino. I was 
on the City Council there. I got a call -- I was at a Water Committee 
hearing or something -- from the Speaker of the Assembly. Now that was a 
big ticket item in that town in those days, and I spoke to him for the 
first time, and it was a memorable conversation because after inquiring as 
to my health and everything, he asked me a most powerful question. "Do you 
have a deficit?" 
I remember that I had a $1,492 deficit. And I had a debate in my 
mind. I didn't know whether to cut the amount in half or go the whole way. 
I took courage and said, "Yes, I do. I have almost a $1500 deficit." And 
he wanted to know if I could come all the way to Los Angeles to pick up a 
check. And I wanted to know if it would be half of it or all of it. 
Well, I was an awfully young fellow, just in my twenties, and I 
hadn't been to Sacramento before . Incidentally, he picked up all of it, 
for the record. One of the first things I found out when we got here in 
January was that there were 34 members of that class of 1963, and there 
were no committees appointed. We'd come in here for a very brief, 
occasional sess i on to make our per diem and then we would retreat with 
Pattee and Milton to play gin or something. All through January, all 
through February, all through March, no committees were appointed. There 
really wasn't much to do. It was heaven. Finally in April, I believe it 
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was, finally in April -- this is the fourth month of the session and no 
committees were meeting at all, we were a Committee of the Whole for all 
purposes -- he appointed the committees. And later, much later, somebody 
asked him, "Jesse, what was that big four or five month gap back in 1963 
when you didn't appoint committees?" 
Jesse said, "Well, there were thirty-four freshmen in that class. 
I didn't want them to get together too much because they were only seven 
votes away from running the joint." 
One time we were both unemployed. It was a very brief time that 
he was unemployed and I was out of office, and we were talking and trying 
to figure out what to do. Jesse said to me, "John," he said, "You have the 
capacity and the experience to do something that I would give anything to 
do." That was to become a disc jockey. He said, "Why don't I get you an 
appointment with this lady newspaper publisher over here that owns a radio 
station and we'll get you a job as a country western disc jockey." Of 
course that plan never came to pass, but that's what he wanted to do, and, 
for a short time in Los Angeles, if you'll remember, that's what he did do. 
Another vivid memory I have of dear Jess was when he became the 
Minority Floor Leader. When the moment came to move him out of the 
Speaker's O~fice, the decision had to be made whether to move his desk 
entirely or to empty it and move the contents. Jesse physically sat on top 
of his desk and they put it on the gurney. I happened to be coming down 
the hall as they rolled Jess and his desk out into the hall and down the 
hall to the Minority Floor Leader's office. 
I haven't the eloquence to tell you what I feel today. There was 
never a time that he didn't seem to know what was going on with me. Not so 
much about my public life or what committee I was on, or legislation. No, 
Jess could look right into my heart; he knew when I was hurting; he knew 
when I was in pain; and he knew when I was in joy, and he knew it 
instinctively, and he would respond to it, but he didn't always respond in 
words. He would respond with a knowing glance and just a touch. We had 
experiences that I cannot repeat on this floor today that were personal, 
that were intense and hilariously funny and that had great meaning for just 
him and just me. I saw him a year ago in the hall and we didn't really 
have to say anything. We always did say something, but it was that look 
and that touch and that wink and that reference to the key to his apartment 
that transmitted so many things 
He was for some unexplainable, unverbalizable reason, one of the 
three or four most important human beings I've ever met on this earth. I 
agree with Nick. There is a reason why we're here. I don't know what it 
is, but whatever my reason was for being on this earth, it was greatly 
abetted and magnified and given value by having known dear Jesse. Thank 
you. 
ASSEMBLYMAN ROOS: A current member of this House, the Honorable 
Bruce Bronzan. 
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ASSEMBLYMAN BRUCE BRONZAN: Mr. Speaker, Mr. President, members. 
I'm sitting listening to the marvelous stories of people who knew and 
worked with Jesse Unruh, stories that could only happen when you're in this 
unique environment. You share those precious little moments of history, 
moments that Nick told us about, and Wally, and George, and Dick Lehman, 
and others. They are are wonderful stories for those of us who did not 
have the privilege of working with him. I'm among many who came here after 
he left this House, and I was encouraged by Senator Morgan's standing up 
and offering an observation. I wanted to do it myself, so that his family 
would know how many of us were deeply influenced by him even after he left 
this House. This man was one of the few in life who was not only smart and 
powerful and influential, but he was one of those very few whose 
personality was bigger than life. He was that kind of person to those of 
us who came here after he left. Let me just share a couple of observations 
as one of those who came here after him. 
The first time that I saw him I was sitting up in the gallery with 
my father who brought me to the Capitol. He was presiding, and I remember 
being dazzled by his sense of humor. His wit was almost unparalleled. He 
also had that really remarkable ability to be terribly funny, outrageously 
funny, in one moment and then dead serious and sincere the next moment. 
The next observation for me was how influential he was over my 
legislation when he wasn't even here. I found four or five bills that had 
nothing to do with his office that I ended up having to talk to Jesse Unruh 
about in terms of whether or not they would succeed, or just get general 
advice, or just make a personal contact that could only happen through 
Jesse Unruh. 
The third observation that I had was one that I thought about for 
a long time. In 1984 we had an issue that really divided our House towards 
the end of the session. It was one that had a great deal of intellectual 
diversity, emotional diversity; tensions were high, people were tired; and 
it was a difficult and complicated matter for both sides. There was a 
moment when we had finished an agonizing caucus and come out onto the floor 
and were uncertain as to what we would do. I was sitting in my little 
perch towards the back of the Assembly chambers and I noticed that Jess 
Unruh had somehow materialized on the floor and Jess Unruh and Willie Brown 
were talking to each other alone. All of Speaker Brown's closest advisors 
and friends had distanced themselves to let these two men talk to each 
other. There, in that moment of a difficult decision, Willie Brown and 
Jess Unruh were talking to each other. Willie must have called him or he 
just appeared, and there they were in close consultation, and it struck me 
how incredibly valuable his presence still was for ongoing decision-making 
relative to the operation of state government. How lucky we all are to 
have had the benefit of his counsel. 
We are also unlucky; He will no longer be here. Perhaps, as we 
think of that, we will think of ourselves as the children of a parent who 
recently died, who suddenly realize that we no longer have that wonderful, 
free counsel that we took for granted when they were alive. 
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ASSEMBLYMAN RODS: A former member of this House who held a 
variety of leadership positions, his last as the Chairman of the Government 
Organization Committee, now an esteemed member of the Los Angeles City 
Council, the Honorable Richard Alatorre. 
HONORABLE RICHARD ALATORRE: Thank you very much, Mr. Speaker and 
members. 
I can remember when I came up for the first time to Sacramento. I 
was not an elected official; I came up as the result of an invitation by 
Wally Karabian. I had just graduated from college. I can remember reading 
in the paper about a piece of legislation that Floyd Wakefield had been 
successful in passing. It was ironically one of the few bills he ever saw 
enacted while he was a member of the Legislature. What was interesting 
about this bill was that none of the people who were affected by the 
legislation were in town. Wakefield's legislation said in essence that 
beyond the street of Alameda in Los Angeles, from that point on, no Blacks 
could attend Southgate High School. 
While it was supposedly just something that affected his district, 
it had a much greater impact. Willie Brown wasn't around. I don't think 
Leon Ralph was around. The rest of the Black delegation from Los Angeles 
were not present. I can remember Jess Unruh standing up and asking for 
reconsideration, and there was a long debate about it, and it seemed, at 
that time, that Jess Unruh didn't have the votes. I remember him going up 
to the podium and then coming down and, just as Johnny Burton said, he was 
playing with his tie. All he did was walk the middle aisle, and by the 
time he turned around and walked down the other aisle the necessary votes 
had appeared. Every so often he'd stop, and he'd smile and laugh, and he'd 
look upstairs, and then he just looked around, and he said, "Okay, now 
you're going to vote for me." All of a sudden, the votes changed. 
I remember that, and that it probably stuck in my mind, because 
here was a man who, at least at that time, I did not feel had that level of 
commitment. But from that point on, I remembered and I became a big 
supporter of Jesse Unruh. I supported him when he ran for Governor. He 
was unsuccessful. I supported him when he ran for Mayor, and he was 
unsuccessful. And finally he decided that he was going to support me and I 
was unsuccessful. Finally he said, "Look, I mean there's got to be some 
magic." And about six months later, when I ran for office once again, he 
was there. He helped me financially, his family was always involved in my 
campaigns, and I'm very thankful for that. Jesse Unruh was truly a great 
man. They called "Big Daddy," but he was the big daddy. He afforded me 
the opportunity of being one of the selected ones for the Eagleton 
Institute of Politics. Maybe that was a way of his saying thank you for 
all that I had shared with him. Truly, he was a fine man. I can remember 
when everybody thought that the Governorship was the most coveted political 
position. But several years ago the California Journal carried an article 
about the most powerful position in the State of California, and it was the 
Treasurer's Office. It seemed that in recent years when I had been a 
member of the Ways and Means Committee, there would always be some little 




a vote on this." Not a big bill, but they were always dealt with an 
"authority." He saw to the creation of one authority after another. 
Before you knew it, it wasn't just an authority; he was always the chairman 
of the authority; and he always had the votes to control the authority. I 
can remember that article. It's probably one of the finest articles I've 
ever seen written about any elected official. Truly he was a man of his 
times, a man of great compassion. He never forgot where he came from. He 
died as he lived -- as a man. 
ASSEMBLYMAN ROOS: A current member of this house, the Chairman of 
the Water Committee, the Honorable Jim Costa. 
ASSEMBLYMAN JIM COSTA: Thank you, Mr. Speaker and members. 
Chrissie, Linda, and Brad, Randy, and Bobby, the comments that I want to 
make deal with my personal experience with Jess Unruh. I happened to have 
the opportunity to be with him in the 1980 Democratic Convention. We 
measure ourselves by the experiences we have participated in, and by the 
opportunities that came our way and how well we did in of taking advantage 
of those opportunities, ane it's with some regret that I recall some of the 
opportunities that Jesse Marvin Unruh gave me that I didn't fully take 
advantage of. 
This was a man who was truly a Renaissance man, a man for all 
seasons. I am very proud to be part of the generation that we refer to as 
the Unruh family. The Unruh family consists of five members at this time, 
but the extended family is much larger. It all began with two of the 
previous Speakers, and I am glad they spoke first because they are in that 
line of order. I go here because I was close with Rick, Dick Lehman, and 
he had a relationship with George Zenovich, who had a relationship with 
Jesse Unruh, and that lineage made me, in essence, fourth generation Unruh. 
My relationship with Rusty Areias, we refer to kiddingly, although he's 
sometimes been an errant son, as fifth generation Unruh. George Zenovich 
ran in a special election in the early '60's. The CDC backed another 
candidate. They had a nominating meeting outside of Fresno. The meeting 
was, as they say, already greased. They were going to nominate the CDC 
candidate. George went out there anyway. They had a young man who had 
been chosen to ask George the "hit" question. The hit question was, "Hey, 
George, let's say someday you get to Sacramento, and there's a tough issue 
that you've got to vote on, and Big Daddy Unruh gets you in one of those 
smoke-filled rooms in the Senator Hotel the night before the vote and says, 
'Listen, Baby,' he says, 'we need you on this one.' What would your 
response be to Bid Daddy Unruh?" 
And George looked at the group there, know.ing that he wasn't going 
to get their nomination, knowing that the cards were stacked against him, 
and responded by saying, "Well, Baby, the first I'd do is say 'Anybody got 
a drink?'" 
And he didn't get their nomination. A couple of ironies that 
follow from that story is that later on the Democratic Central Committee 
nominated George. The moderates were in control and, by law, they weren't 
supposed to do it. Roy Greenaway, this gentleman from Cranston's office, 
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had engineered the CDC nomination against George. He lobbied very heavily 
but finally they told him, "Look, you don't have the votes in the Central 
Committee. Forget about it, Greenaway." And he had to forget about it. 
Later on, George came to Sacramento. Then came one of the first tough 
votes he had to cast on the merits of an issue. He wasn't lobbied heavily. 
George voted in what was considered the proper way, at which point Phil 
Burton came up and slapped Zenovich on the back of the shoulders and said, 
"Hey, Zeno, you're not nearly the ass that Roy Greenaway said you'd be when 
you came up here." 
That story hints at the negative images of Big Daddy Unruh. The 
point that I want to raise now is that his political legacy, that family, 
allowed not only the Rick Lehmans, the Jim Costas, and the Rusty Areias to 
get here, but allowed us to get here in different ways. The family is much 
bigger than five generations. It includes everybody in this room and many 
others as well. 
In 1980, I got a chance, Chrissie, and family, to literally tag 
around on the shirttails of your father, and your husband. At the time, I 
just kind of took things for granted. I didn't fully realize how 
significant his accomplishments were, and what his reputation was, until I 
sat around for five days in Madison Square Garden. Guys from Connecticut 
and other states who were Speakers or in leadership posts would come by and 
say, "Hi, Jesse. Remember me? I heard you give the lecture at Rutgers 
telling about how you boys did it in California." Men from Texas and other 
states who were majority leaders and in leadership positions saying, "Hi, 
Jess. I remember when we came to California and you showed us how you boys 
did it there." Florida, you name it. This very personal man, who took me 
under his wing because I was literally a kid, had allowed me to share in 
that experience and in the importance of learning statecraft and the 
responsibilities that go with it. I had, truly, the opportunity to learn 
from one of the great leaders in the history of this state and of our 
nation. He was really the father of the modern day state legislature. 
It's through his actions in the sixties and his contributions, his tireless 
energy, that we have legislatures today that have the ability to be 
co-equal branches of government. 
Before the sixties, that simply wasn't the case. Chief 
Executives, in deference to the Governor and any other governor, sometimes 
would probably prefer it that way. The Chief Executives ran the states and 
legislatures were there to rubber-stamp decisions that were already 
determined. 
We're very fortunate, all of us, to have learned and to have 
profited by Jess Unruh's guidance and his stewardship. More important than 
that, those of us who had the opportunity to be either in Eilish's with 
him, or Fat's, or in New York or anywhere around this great country, should 
consider ourselves fortunate. If we had the opportunities and we took 
advantage of them, we're much the richer for that. 
I want to thank you, Chrissie, and the family. No one, outside of 
my mother, every referred to me as Jimmy, baby, but Jesse always did, and I 
always smiled when he did. Thank you very much. 
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ASSEMBLYMAN RODS: I have a note up here, and I'm not quite sure 
what the signature is. I can read the body of it. It says, "Jesse would 
break for lunch now." And it looks like it's in Unruh's handwriting. But 
we will move on. 
Mr. Charles Imbrecht, a former member of this house, now the 
Chairman of the Energy Commission. 
MR. IMBRECHT: Thank you, Mr. Speaker, Mr. President, Governor, 
members, and friends. 
Just two quick comments. Like many others, through the privilege 
of my friendship with Rick Lehman, I had the opportunity to get to know 
Jesse on a personal basis. While there are many humorous moments to recall 
and many times of great joy, he also imparted a lot of advice. The one I 
recall from the outset was "Remember your friends." After a long, 
suspenseful, and ultimately difficult election night for me.in November of 
1982, I will not forget the fact that the very first call I received the 
next morning came from the Treasurer of the State of California. He 
related to me some of the lessons that he had drawn from unsuccessful 
candidacies that he had pursued and urged me to continue to pursue a role 
in public service. He offered words of very kind encouragement. I recall 
hanging up the phone, turning to my wife, and saying to her, "Jesse always 
told me to remember his friends, and he just demonstrated that he practiced 
what he preached." 
I'm proud to remember Jesse Unruh as a friend. 
ASSEMBLYMAN ROOS: A current member of the State Senate, Chairman 
of the Housing Committee, the Honorable Leroy Greene. 
SENATOR LEROY GREENE: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
So many of the remarks we've heard today have been of a personal 
nature. I call this to the attention of Jesse's wife and his family who 
are here. Many of these were personal relationships. One wonders if we 
were the ones eulogized, how many people could there possibly be who would 
have as many personal relationships, as many personal memories, and to be 
as deeply touched as each one who has spoken to you has been regarding his 
connection with one Jesse Marvin Unruh? 
He was, indeed, a giant among us. He had flaws. He had faults. 
I remember telling him one time, "Jess, it was one of our Presidents who 
said, walk softly, carry a big stick. Everybody knows you have a big 
stick. You don't have to swing it around." 
At one time when I asked him whether I should make a certain move 
politically, he said, "No." I wanted to know why not. He said, "Because 
you have never learned how to suffer fools." Very interesting comment to 
make. 
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You know, I was on that trip with him that Larry Stirling made 
mention of. We went to Japan to look at the Bullet Train, because there 
was interest at that time in a bullet train between L.A. and San Diego. We 
went to Japan to look at it, out to the factories, and so on. Later on, I 
was on the Senate Transportation Committee when the bill came up, and I 
voted, "No." 
Jesse turned and said, "Well, he drank my booze; he ate my food; 
he took my money; and he voted against my bill. I guess he belongs here." 
I remember a convention. Chicago. Mayor Daly. And I remember 
just a short time before that we had lost our candidate -- Bobby Kennedy. 
I can remember standing on the back of a train, on the platform, with John 
Vasconcellos, who had his arms around Bobby Kennedy as he was reaching down 
to shake hands with people, and I was holding onto Ethel. Then there was 
Jess Unruh in a hotel in Los Angeles when our candidate was lost to us. 
But when we went to Chicago, it was Jess Unruh who got such people 
as Humphrey, McGovern, and all the rest of the candidates for President to 
come and talk to the California delegation. From being California's 
representative on Education Commission of States, I remember that I had 
some connection with the Governor of South Carolina, who came to me in 
Chicago. Why did he come to me? Nothing to do with me. He wanted to meet 
Jesse Unruh, because he was thinking of making a run for the Vice 
Presidency and he wanted Jess Unruh because Jess was the key to the 
delegation from California. 
I can recall serving on the Education Commission of the States and 
meeting many governors from various states, and members of legislatures of 
various states. I recall that, on many instances, one or another such 
governor or legislator would ask, "What's Jess Unruh really like?" 
He was a giant among us and his shadow reached across the country, 
across the land. 
One of my most vivid memories about Jesse Unruh is of Jess Unruh 
on this floor, where I spent twenty years of my life. Jesse Unruh as a 
Speaker, a unique individual. He would twist your arm off and hit you over 
the head with it if he thought you could do something that he wanted you to 
do. But if he thought that, in your place, he would not do it, he would 
walk around you and go work on someone else. He never asked any member to 
do anything that he would not have done in that member's place. I 
sincerely believe that. I can almost see him now, walking up and down 
these aisles between these desks, slowly stopping to talk to each one who 
wanted to talk to him about anything at all. Up and down the aisles. He 
kept in contact with every Republican and every Democrat on the floor. 
Personally. Walking up and down these aisles. 
I remember when I was a freshman that I had some bill that I was 
carrying and, as a freshman, I was very intense about it. I was having a 
problem because Carlos Bee, who was the Pro Tern at that time, was on the 
other side of the fence. So was Jack Knox. They were working the House 
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against me. And Carlos was walking up and down the aisles, talking to the 
members, asking them to vote against my bill. And I went to Unruh, who 
was, again, just standing around talking to this one and that, and I said, 
"Jess, look, I have this bill. I'm willing to do my thing here, but 
there's no way I can stand against Carlos and against Jack. I can't do it. 
I can't make it." 
"What's the bill about?" he asked me, and I told him. 
And I said, "Look, it's just that I can't handle this kind of 
thing." 
He walked away from me and I thought, "Well, that's that." But 
then, as I watched Carlos walking up and down the aisles, I watched Jesse 
Unruh walking up and down the aisles behind him. I got my bill. I got my 
bill. 
I can also remember that Jesse was kind of unhappy with the likes 
of one young John Burton when he got here. And when Johnny Burton got 
here, one of the things Jesse did to straighten him out as to what's what 
around here was to put Johnny, the urbanite from San Francisco, on the 
Agricultural Committee. But Burton figured that was all right with him. 
As he said, · "After all, there's a lot of agriculture in my district. 
Everybody's growing crops in window boxes." 
What's interesting to me is that we think of him as a leader, but 
he was a great legislator as well. We remember how he ste up this 
operation and how he was in charge of it. How he transformed the nature of 
the Legislature of the State of California, but, at the same time, he was 
being a great legislator. It is such a shame that there were so few of us 
who could really fill those kinds of shoes. It's really a shame that we 
can't all leave that much of a mark on the people that we have brushed 
against in our lifetime. Jesse Marvin Unruh is a part of everyone of us, 
and there isn't any way to forget him. I certainly will not. 
ASSEMBLYMAN ROOS: A former member of this House, Bob Cline. 
MR. BOB CLINE: Mr. Speaker and Mr. President. I didn't have the 
opportunity to serve in the House when Jesse was here. He left just before 
I arrived in 1970. I was a frothing young Republican from the San Fernando 
Valley, and I hadn't met Jesse Unruh, but he was the epitome of all that we 
ought to be opposed to as Young Republicans. I had the opportunity to join 
in some debates with a young Black fellow who was on the sixty-second 
Democratic Central Committee in the San Fernando Valley in what was then to 
become Newt Russell's Assembly district. His name was Leon Ralph. And 
Leon and I became friends, although there were perhaps, some political 
differences between us. But in 1964, the Young Republicans were having a 
meeting at the Ambassador Hotel, and the Young Democrats were also having a 
meeting there, and I asked Leon to introduce me to Jesse Unruh. I'd never 
met him. 
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It was an interesting experience for me because all of a sudden 
here was a person who was delightful, and friendly, and outgoing, and who 
wasn't at all the ogre that had been represented to me. 
One day Bob Crown pulled me aside on the floor and told me a story 
about having received Jesse's promise to vote on a bill --what the subject 
matter was has long since disappeared from my memory. Based upon that 
commitment, Crown had gotten five other people to vote for the bill. Then 
it became really hot and heavy -- the press was on him, strongly against 
the bill. Jesse came back to Bob Crown and said, "I have to ask you for 
the commitment back." 
He said, "Jess, I can't give it back to you because I've already 
gotten five other people to go with me on the basis of your commitment." 
Jesse voted for the bill, and Bob Crown got his bill. It was a dramatic 
lesson to me, as a freshman legislator, and I think it bears repeating. 
I remember, too, when Leo McCarthy became Speaker and put the 
Republicans all on one side of the aisle, and Jesse shook his head as he 
walked out of the chambers and said, "That's the dumbest thing in the world 
to do." He said, "When you put them all together like that you've got 
nothing but mischief". About a week later, all the Republicans were spread 
out all over the floor and things were back to normal. I think he left Leo 
a message as well. 
I remember some of those days, sitting and having a drink, and 
some of the very pragmatic political advice which I got from him. Once, we 
were talking about fundraising, and he said, "Bob, you show me somebody who 
doesn't want anything and I'll show you somebody who won't contribute." 
I have fond memories, and I wanted to share them with you today. 
I extend my heartfelt sympathy to all of the members of Jesse's family, 
both close family and extended family. 
ASSEMBLYMAN ROOS: A current member of this House, the Honorable 
Richard Polanco. 
ASSEMBLYMAN RICHARD POLANCO: Mr. Speaker and members, I had the 
privilege of meeting Mr. Unruh for the very first time during the 
Convention. It was a real experience, as my colleague made mention, to 
watch people from different states come to pay homage, if you will, to this 
man. There was a move among the two hundred-plus Hispanic delegates that 
were present to abandon their commitments and move onto the Kennedy 
bandwagon. 
Mr. Unruh walks over to me and looks me straight in the eye and 
says, "Well, Polanco, what are you going to do?" 
I looked him straight in the eye and said, "I gave you my word and 
my commitment that I'm with you." I was a Carter delegate at that point in 
time and we stayed. I stayed with Mr. Unruh. 
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When I later had the privilege of running for office, I went to 
Mr. Unruh, and he supported me, guided me, and lent me his son for a couple 
of months on the campaign trail. I was not successful in that campaign. I 
tried it again and was successful and, again, Mr. Unruh was there. After 
getting elected, I called Mr. Unruh and he came on the phone and he asked, 
"Polanco, is this my Third World debt calling?" And if you look at the 
reports you'll understand why he referred to me as his "Third World Debt." 
This man certainly left his imprint upon this state. I wanted 
just to stand up and acknowledge his influence and the contribution that he 
had in helping me become an elected official. 
ASSEMBLYMAN ROOS: Actually, he referred to you as "Argentina." I 
used to call you "Brazil." 
A current member of the house, the caucus chairman, the Honorable 
Maxine Waters. 
ASSEMBLYWOMAN MAXINE WATERS: Thank you very much, Mr. Speaker, 
and all of the members of Jesse's family, all of the former members, 
present members, friends, visitors, and guests who are here today. 
I hesitated to join with former members and members to speak today 
because I really believed it was important for all of those who had served 
with Jesse Unruh to share some of their memories with all of us today. As 
I listened, and I listened to some of the newer members speak and basically 
try and talk about Jesse from afar, then I thought perhaps it is extremely 
important that those of us who knew him long before we were elected to this 
body, to share some of our memories with you. And I, especially for 
Linda's sake, wanted to share some things about my involvement with Jesse, 
because we have been involved in conversations over the past few months as 
we've tried to ferret out what he was thinking in relationship to some of 
the things that were happening in his office. 
I've known Jesse Unruh for an awfully long time. I can recall 
when he decided to run for Mayor. There was a meeting in Los Angeles, and 
a number of Blacks came together to talk about the possibility of 
supporting Jesse Unruh. That was a most important meeting because Torn 
Bradley was running for the office as well. 
Jess Unruh came to the meeting and he said that he certainly was 
running and he wanted all of our support and he had to leave the country. 
He was going away on vacation and he would be back three or four weeks 
later. Bisically, I said to him, "If you're leaving the country, you don't 
want my support. If you're going to run for this office, not only is it 
going to be a very tough thing to do, but it certainly is going to be tough 
for some of us in this room to support you. I just don't intend to be out 
here for four months explaining why I'm supporting someone who is not here 
for their own campaign." 
He laughed about that some years later and said, "Maxine told me 
that if I didn't stay around and campaign that I was going to have a 
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difficult time running for that office. You know, I should have taken her 
advice." 
Some time later, when Charlie Warren left this house, I called 
Jesse Unruh and I said, "I think you ought to run for that seat". I told 
Mike Roos this story the other day, and Mike Roos said "Ah hal So you 
weren't going to be for me, huh?" 
And I said, "No, I was going to be for Jesse Unruh." 
And he said, "Well, I want you to know that I sat with Jesse Unruh 
and I said, 'Jess, I really want to run for this seat, but if you decide to 
run for it I will support you.' So you see, Roos and I would have both 
supported Jess, had he decided to run. 
Jesse Unruh was fond of referring to me in some of the harshest 
ways. He would say to people, sometimes in Fat's or in Eilish's if I 
walked in, "There's a woman with more balls than most of the men in the 
Legislature." And he would get the biggest kick out of saying that! I 
remember I had a couple of constituents with me in Frank Fat's. One was a 
Minister from Los Angeles who had come to the Capitol and wanted to eat at 
Frank Fat's and I knew better than to take him there. But he wanted to do 
it, so we went. The first thing we ran into was Jesse Unruh. Not only did 
he make the "balls" statement but some others as well. The minister, I 
think, is still in a state of shock because he didn't realize that was the 
way we talk to each other when we're friends and when we want to 
characterize each other in ways that are very important to us. 
I didn't serve with Jesse Unruh. But, you know, it's one of the 
things I would certainly like to have done. I think about things in life 
that I would have liked to have done, times that I would have liked to have 
lived, things I would have liked to have been involved in. I would have 
liked, for example, to have lived in Harlem during the time of Billie 
Holliday and the Rent Parties. And I think about that, and I imagine that 
it would've have been a fun time: maybe a difficult time, but a very fun 
time. And I think about the Legislature that way. 
Jesse Unruh and I probably would have had some of the worst 
fights! I mean, he would've been out to put me in my place and I would 
have been out to show him he couldn't put me in my place. And I'm sure 
that I would've learned a lot and I would've grown and I would've learned a 
hell of a lot more about power. 
I've learned from him, despite the fact that I did not serve in 
the Legislature when he was here. I've watched how the press has dealt 
with Jesse Unruh. I've watched how they've had this love-hate relationship 
with him, how they've criticized him, but, more than anything, I understand 
very clearly that they respect him. Not only do they recognize his 
contributions, but they know that he understood power and what it was all 
about. It's all right to be called an S.O.B., a bully, or any of those 
other things as long as you understand power, how to use it, how to 
exercise it, and how to make institutional change. And every time I am 
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referred to in an unkindly way, in the press, by members, or constituents 
or anybody, I think about Jesse Unruh and his lesson in power: how he 
exercised it, how he was criticized, but in the final analysis how he 
understood how to use it. And I certainly hope that I will have the 
opportunity some day to exercise power in a way that will create real 
institutional change. 
I wish that Jesse Unruh and I had had the opportunity to talk more 
about how he could have built on those accomplishments in the area of civil 
rights. He did tremendous things, and sometimes I think that he did not 
believe that I understood what he had done, because I was always asking for 
more and pushing him even harder to do some things. 
I can recall when we both supported Kenny Hahn's son for City 
Attorney recently, and in the last days of that campaign we had to put 
together tremendous amounts of money. I called Jesse Unruh and I said, "I 
need $25,000 from you," and he said, "Well, you know, I made some 
contributions already. Kenny is a great friend of mine, and I told him I 
would be there, but you must talk with him because I've made a big 
contribution." I said, "I need $25,000 from you." And as he continued to 
explain, I said, "I can have someone down at your office in about a half 
hour to pick up the check, Jess. I need the check." And I think he was 
outdone at my audacity. There was silence on the other end, finally he 
said, "Well, come get the damn check, but I want my money back!" 
Over the last few months as I talked to Jesse several times about 
his office and about bonding opportunities for minorities and about 
entrepreneurial opportunities. I wanted the opportunity to talk about how 
he had made such tremendous contributions. He had been singularly 
responsible for the Merv Dymally's and the Bill Greene's and the Leon 
Ralph's getting to this Legislature. He not only put together the dollars, 
but he walked them through the path to help them to understand how to get 
here and oftentimes what to do once they were here. I wanted him to 
understand that he could relax with me, that I wasn't out to pick his 
pockets all the time or to see what I could get from him. We talked, 
rather, about how we could move from that point in time when, basically, he 
had to be the Godfather for Blacks who wanted to come to this Legislature 
-- the one who raised all of the money and the one who handled serious and 
significant legislation. Now he had the opportunity to move that work into 
a new arena empowering Blacks and minorities in greater ways with that 
awesome and tremendous power that he had built in the Treasurer's Office. 
We had the opportunity just to talk about it a little bit, but not 
nearly enough. I say to you in closing, Jesse Unruh was a tremendous man. 
His importance to this country and to this state is the fact that he 
created institutional change and carried this Legislature into this state 
to new places and new heights. 
I wish that I and many other legislators could make and, 
hopefully, will make the kind of contributions that he made. If we could 
all leave this Legislature having done just a small, a small bit of what 
Jesse Unruh did, then our time here will have been well spent. 
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I pay tribute to him because I honor and respect him and his work. 
I wish I had had the opportunity to work with Jesse Unruh just a little bit 
longer. Thank you very much. 
ASSEMBLYMAN ROOS: A former member of the State Assembly and State 
Senate, John Briggs. 
MR. JOHN BRIGGS: Mr. Speaker and members, I really wasn't going 
to say anything, but I think if you've tolerated everybody else, you might 
tolerate me for a second. I've listened to all the words that have been 
said about Jesse but there's a word that I haven't heard I want to share 
with you. It has to do with me and it's a real short story. 
I came up here in 1966 after having been beaten by Bill 
Dannemeyer, and Jesse Unruh was real unhappy because I gave him Bill 
Dannemeyer. Other people were unhappy about that, too, as it turns out; 
but when I did get here, we had our first big budget for a billion dollars. 
Governor Reagan was going to raise taxes a billion dollars, and I didn't 
want to raise taxes because I'd campaigned against him. Well, we went into 
a big caucus and, as I was leaving, Bob Monagan asked everybody how they 
were going to vote, and I said, "I'm going to vote no." Bob Badham was 
going to vote "no". Everybody was going to vote no. Well, the only guy 
that really did vote no was me, ultimately, and I hung this place up six 
months into my first term. 
I didn't know that Reagan had made a deal with Unruh that all 
Republicans were going to vote for this budget so they could leave Ken Cory 
out. But I took the position that if Ken Cory wasn't going to vote for it, 
then I wasn't going to vote for it. 
So the phone calls start coming in. I get in all this trouble 
with my district, and guys like Johnny Burton are coming by and saying, 
"Hang in there, Briggsy, hang in there." I was going to be in real 
trouble, and Phil Battaglia told me that Reagan would come down and 
campaign against me next time I ran; well, that had only one effect, right? 
But, ultimately, after I spoke to the Governor himself in his office, I 
came up and I addressed my remarks to Mr. Unruh. I said, "Mr. Speaker, how 
am I recorded?" And that quick wit that was referred to here earlier, he 
looked down at me and said, "Indelibly, Mr. Briggs, indelibly." 
Two things I want to reflect. That vote gave me the worst 
headline I ever got in my life because the next day the Register said, 
"Schmidt Holds, Briggs folds." 
I've sat here contemplating, not to share that with you so much, 
but thinking that when Jesse arrived at the Pearly Gates, I'm certain, I'm 
confident, that when he asked St. Pete, "How am I recorded?" he said, 
"Indelibly, Mr. Unruh, indelibly." 
ASSEMBLYMAN ROOS: To close, a member that Jesse truly loved and 
was fascinated by, his Rules Committee Chair, the Honorable Tom Bane. 
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ASSEMBLYMAN TOM BANE: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. I'm not going to 
be as long, I hope, as some of the other speakers have been. 
I knew Jesse before he was Speaker. I saw a man who had a very 
difficult childhood, very difficult, very painful, which left an impact on 
him, on his emotions, and on his behavior all of his life~ a man who rose, 
in spite of all the difficulty, to be the great man that you've heard 
discussed today. 
I saw the early days of Jesse, a man who was struggling for 
position, struggling to do the things he eventually did before he was 
Speaker, and the attacks on him by the press. And when Willie Brown became 
Speaker I gave him my sympathies because I was afraid he was going to 
suffer the same kind of pain that Jesse suffered as he struggled through. 
There's lots of things and quotes Jess said to me in my 
discussions with him. The ones I remember the most I really can't report 
on this floor. But there's one area of his life that no one's talked 
about, and I think I would like to touch on that so that when Chrissy 
reads this record, she knows that she was a very important part of his 
life. 
His pain was great when he was young. His struggles were great. 
He lived a full life and we could spend days and days at people's expense 
with Jesse Unruh, and not begin to scratch all the things he did, all the 
people he touched, all the things he spoke about, all the advice and 
counsel he gave. But there are several things that Jesse really wanted. 
One was to be Governor of California, and I'm sorry we never had him as 
Governor because the people in the State of California would have 
benefitted tremendously. That's one thing the State of California's 
missed. But there's something else that Jesse needed and wanted, maybe · 
even more than being Governor, and that was to be loved. 
I was one of those who gave him the name of "Big Daddy" and I'd 
like to tell you how that came about. No matter what kind of problem 
anybody had in the chambers, friend or foe, Jess was always there to help 
him. If you had economic problems, he'd do what he could to straighten 
that out. Really, he became a "daddy" to every member of the Assembly. 
And when he was dubbed "Big Daddy," he was dubbed that by people who loved 
him and looked upon him as their father. So when you hear "Big Daddy," 
remember that it was given to him as a matter of affection and great love. 
I have a difficult time trying to say that Jesse is not here, 
because he is here. You look at these chambers, he's here. You walk down 
the halls, he's here. About three weeks ago, maybe four weeks ago, I 
talked to Chris about Jess and how's he doing and how I'd like to see him. 
I didn't want to bother him because I knew he was having a lot of problems, 
but Chris made a call and set up some time for me to come and visit him in 
the hospital. You know, I went in that hospital to see this man who was 
supposed to have been so sick -- I had been hearing reports in the paper 
that he was so ill and so sick -- and I went there and you know what I saw? 
I saw the same vibrant man I'd always seen. 
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I made some discussions as to what some certain people thought we 
could accomplish in the Legislature. He ended up saying some four-letter 
words which were very explicit and really was very incisive. The brilliant 
mind was still there. There was no way that Jess Unruh was as sick as 
people were talking about his being. And I'm very glad that I went there 
because we had a couple of hours to talk and I was again stimulated by the 
brilliance of this man and how his mind was working -- that never left him. 
I can remember I kissed him and said, "Jess, I love you." Jess 
said, "Tom, I love you." I'm having difficulty accepting the fact that he 
is not here when I know he is here, but he's not supposed to be here. 
Jesse always wanted to be loved. As I watched his latter days, and I don't 
just mean recently, I saw someone who gave him the love that he always 
wanted. She gave him love with such intensity and such loyalty and such 
dedication. That's what his present wife, Chrissy, did. So I can sit back 
with some relaxation and some acceptance and some contentment knowing that 
although Jess didn't become Governor, he did achieve the thing he wanted 
most in his life, to have someone love him as much as Chrissy loved him. 
Chrissy, thank you for that. 
SPEAKER BROWN: Mr. Roberti and Mr. Roes, if you will adjourn to 
the floor and please accompany Mrs. Unruh and if the Unruh children 
will follow --over to the desk, near Mr. Bane's desk. By unanimous vote 
of the Membership of this House, one more desk is added to this floor, and 
that is the desk of the missing eighty-first member. It is being dedicated 
in memory of Jesse Marvin Unruh, who served in this house for so many 
years, who devoted his entire adult life to public service and, who, in so 
doing sacrificed greatly his personal relationships, and his family 
relationships. 
On behalf of all of us in this chamber, all the members of the 
Senate, previous colleagues, the Governor of this state, and the people of 
the State of California, we dedicate this memorial and we say, "Thank you 
very much to the family and the survivors of Jesse Marvin Unruh." 
And now, the widow of Jesse Marvin Unruh, Chris. 
MRS. JESSE UNRUH: This is the Floor where Jesse once stood, and I 
believe those are the famous doors that he has been known to have locked. 
I am here today with Jesse's children, his oldest son, Bruce, and 
Bradley, Robert, Randall and Linda, to pay tribute to their father and my 
husband. 
Jesse always looked toward the stars in his lifetime and now he is 
looking down from those very same Heavens. And I can tell you that he is 
so proud and so happy at what he sees. I wish Jesse were here today so 
that he could see this beautiful desk which will stand for eternity as a 
symbol to his legacy to California. If Jesse were here today, he would 
tell you how much he loved all of you, and how proud and privileged he felt 
to serve the people of California. 
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On behalf of Jesse's family, which is my family, too, I would like 
to say thank you, Mr. Speaker, and all of your friends for making this a 
living memorial to Jesse. But as I think Jesse would say, it is your 
future work to serve the people who have elected you. It is your future 
work to make this great state an even greater state and a better place to 
live. It is your future work in these chambers that will be the true 
memorial to Jesse. 
I have one more thing to say and that is to Jesse. Jesse, from 
your family and from myself, from the people of this glorious state that 
you loved so well and were so much a part of, and will continue to be so, 
from the Speaker and his colleagues, and from all of your many, many 
friends, it is simply this, Jesse: God bless you. We're all going to miss 
you very, very much. Thank you. 
SPEAKER BROWN: If you will all kindly remain standing, as is the 
tradition in this House and in the Legislature, we will observe one minute 
of silence in the adoption of the memorial resolution to the passing of an 
important state official and very dear friend. A moment of silence, 
please. 
This session stands adjourned. There will be a reception in the 
corridor, the rotunda area, and Bill Reese and his band will play. You can 
come and greet the family and look at the desk. We thank all of you very 
much, and, Governor, we thank you. 
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